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ABSTRACT
Feng Zheng: Spatio-Temporal Registration in Augmented Reality
(Under the direction of Gregory F. Welch)
The overarching goal of Augmented Reality (AR) is to provide users with the illusion that
virtual and real objects coexist indistinguishably in the same space. An effective persistent illusion
requires accurate registration between the real and the virtual objects, registration that is spatially
and temporally coherent. However, visible misregistration can be caused by many inherent error
sources, such as errors in calibration, tracking, and modeling, and system delay.
This dissertation focuses on new methods that could be considered part of “the last mile” of
spatio-temporal registration in AR: closed-loop spatial registration and low-latency temporal
registration:
1. For spatial registration, the primary insight is that calibration, tracking and modeling are
means to an end—the ultimate goal is registration. In this spirit I present a novel
pixel-wise closed-loop registration approach that can automatically minimize registration
errors using a reference model comprised of the real scene model and the desired virtual
augmentations. Registration errors are minimized in both global world space via camera
pose refinement, and local screen space via pixel-wise adjustments. This approach is
presented in the context of Video See-Through AR (VST-AR) and projector-based Spatial
AR (SAR), where registration results are measurable using a commodity color camera.
2. For temporal registration, the primary insight is that the real-virtual relationships are
evolving throughout the tracking, rendering, scanout, and display steps, and registration
can be improved by leveraging fine-grained processing and display mechanisms. In this
spirit I introduce a general end-to-end system pipeline with low latency, and propose an
iii
algorithm for minimizing latency in displays (DLP™ DMD projectors in particular). This
approach is presented in the context of Optical See-Through AR (OST-AR), where system
delay is the most detrimental source of error.
I also discuss future steps that may further improve spatio-temporal registration.
Particularly, I discuss possibilities for using custom virtual or physical-virtual fiducials for
closed-loop registration in SAR. The custom fiducials can be designed to elicit desirable optical
signals that directly indicate any error in the relative pose between the physical and projected
virtual objects.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Augmented Reality (AR) combines computer-generated virtual imagery with the user’s live
view of the real environment in real time, enhancing the user’s perception of and interaction with
the real world. According to Azuma et al. (2001), an AR system comprises the following properties:
• combines real and virtual objects in a real environment;
• runs interactively, and in real time; and
• registers (aligns) real and virtual objects with each other.
The reality–virtuality continuum (Milgram et al., 1995), as shown in Figure 1.1, is a
notional scale that extends from the completely real (reality) to the completely virtual (virtuality).
AR is one part of the general area of Mixed Reality (MR). Unlike Virtual Reality (VR) (also known
as Virtual Environment or VE), where the user is completely immersed in a virtual environment,
AR allows the user to see the real world and interact with virtual objects using real objects (e.g.,
user’s hand) in a seamless way.
Real 
Environment
Augmented 
Reality (AR)
Augmented 
Virtuality (AV)
Virtual 
Environment
Mixed Reality  (MR)
Figure 1.1: Reality–virtuality continuum.
A basic AR system consists of three components: (1) a tracking subsystem, which
dynamically measures six degrees of freedom (DOF) pose of the viewpoint (3DOF for position and
the other 3DOF for orientation), (2) a rendering subsystem, which draws virtual objects based on
tracking input, and (3) a display subsystem, which displays the rendering output. Depending on
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Figure 1.2: Examples of different AR paradigms. (a) VST-AR with closed-view head-worn
display (Kato and Billinghurst, 1999). (b) VST-AR with hand-held devices (Ridden, 2013). (c)
OST-AR with head-worn optical see-through glasses (Maimone et al., 2014). (d) OST-AR without
head-worn glasses (Hilliges et al., 2012). (e) SAR with movable objects (Bandyopadhyay et al.,
2001). (f) SAR within static environment (Jones et al., 2013).
how the computer-generated imagery is blended into the user’s real view, or the display type being
used, there are three major paradigms of AR:
1. Video See-Through Augmented Reality (VST-AR) uses video cameras to provide the
user’s view of the real world and merges the virtual imagery into the live video streams,
resulting in augmented video streams. The user views the real-time augmented video
stream on the screen, which can be monitors, closed-view head-worn displays (e.g.,
Figure 1.2 (a)), or hand-held devices (e.g., Figure 1.2 (b)).
2. Optical See-Through Augmented Reality (OST-AR) generates an optical image of the
real screen (displaying virtual imagery) which appears within the viewer’s visual field
while observing the real environment (e.g., Figure 1.2 (c)) or simply within the real
environment (e.g., Figure 1.2 (d)). A typical optical see-through display allows its user to
2
Table 1.1: Summary of the three major AR paradigms.
VST-AR OST-AR SAR
Real world Indirectly viewed through
a video camera
Directly viewed through
the glass or with naked
eyes
Directly viewed with
naked eyes
Virtual world Superimposed onto the
video
Displayed on the glass or
the user’s retina
Projected onto the real
world
see the real world and a virtual environment simultaneously by applying a mirror (i.e., a
beam splitter) that is partially transmissive and partially reflective. A different approach is
the virtual retinal display (Pryor et al., 1998), which forms images directly on the retina;
hence no glasses are required.
3. Spatial Augmented Reality (SAR) uses projectors to seamlessly project virtual imagery
directly onto physical objects, offering hands-free and glasses-free immersive experience
(e.g., Figure 1.2 (e) and (f)).
Table 1.1 summarizes the differences among these three AR paradigms.
1.1 Registration
Although the ways to combine the real and virtual are different, all types of AR share the
same fundamental requirement: registration. The objects in the real and virtual worlds must be
properly aligned with respect to each other, or the illusion that the two worlds coexist will be
compromised (Azuma, 1997).
An effective persistent illusion requires accurate and stable registration that is both spatially
and temporally coherent (Azuma, 1997; Holloway, 1997a; Jacobs et al., 1997):
• Spatial registration corresponds to the accuracy of geometric processes, including
system calibration (e.g., eye-tracker-display calibration), viewpoint tracking (i.e., 6DOF
pose estimation), and modeling of the real scene. Virtual objects should appear at its
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proper location in the real world with proper real-virtual occlusions, otherwise the user
cannot correctly determine spatial relationships.
• Temporal registration corresponds to synchronized motion between the real and virtual
over time. Virtual objects should be updated and redisplayed at the same time as
corresponding updates and changes in the physical-world scene. End-to-end system
latency (also known as motion-to-photon latency) is directly related to temporal
misregistration. It is defined as the time difference between the moment that the object or
the viewpoint moves to the moment that the updated virtual image corresponding to the
motion appears in the display.
1.1.1 Registration Errors
Visible registration errors are present in most AR systems. They are perceived by the user
in the final augmented imagery as misalignment between the real and virtual objects. Registration
errors can be divided into three categories (Holloway, 1997a): (1) linear registration error, (2)
lateral registration error, and (3) depth registration error. An illustration is shown in Figure 1.3.
Figure 1.3: Illustration of registration errors. Source: Daponte et al. (2014).
There are numerous sources of error that can result in visible misregistration. These sources
of error can be divided into two types: dynamic and static. Dynamic errors are errors arising from
various system delays, which have no effect until the user’s viewpoint or the object begins moving.
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Static errors are constant errors arising from geometric processes (calibration, tracking, and
modeling), that cause registration errors even when there is no relative motion between the
viewpoint and the object to be augmented. One can say that dynamic error sources cause temporal
misregistration, while static error sources cause spatial misregistration. See Holloway (1997a) for a
comprehensive analysis of error sources and magnitudes of misregistration.
1.1.2 Open-Loop Registration
The conventional method for achieving registration is a four-step process in which
independent mechanisms are used first to do an one-time calibration of system parameters, then to
dynamically track the object to be augmented, to render the appropriate virtual content to be
overlaid on the real object using the tracking data, and finally to display the result. This is
analogous to an open-loop system, shown in Figure 1.4 (a). Such an open-loop system has no
mechanism for observing registration errors—it simply generates the virtual content that should be
consistent with the geometric process, assuming there are no errors. The only way to improve such
system is to make each system component more accurate. However, no matter how carefully we
perform the geometric process, we cannot eliminate all errors.
1.1.3 Closed-Loop Registration
Conversely closed-loop AR systems sense their own output (i.e., augmented imagery to be
observed by the user), and attempt to minimize any detected errors, as shown in Figure 1.4 (b).
Such systems can automatically and continuously adjust system parameters in space and time to
maintain the desired augmented appearance.
1.2 Thesis Motivation—“The Last Mile”
The overarching goal of AR is to provide users with the illusion that virtual and real objects
coexist in the same space. Enabling technologies needed to build compelling AR environments,
such as tracking, interaction and display, have come a long way over the years (Zhou et al., 2008).
Over the past two decades, many researchers have demonstrated the promise of AR, allowing
society to reach new levels of capability and efficiency in areas as diverse as medicine (Fuchs et al.,
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(a) Open-loop AR system
(b) Closed-loop AR system
Figure 1.4: Comparison between open-loop and closed-loop AR systems.
1998), manufacturing (Caudell and Mizell, 1992), maintenance (Feiner et al., 1993),
navigation (Feiner et al., 1997), and telepresence (Neumann and Fuchs, 1993). To date, however,
AR has been primarily confined to the lab, mainly due to huge challenges involved in achieving
“the last mile” 1 of registration. “The last mile” refers to the final delivery of accurately registered
augmented imagery to the end user, free of perceivable errors. However, registration errors are
difficult to adequately control because of the high accuracy requirements and the numerous sources
of error (Azuma, 1997).
Among all error sources, system latency is the largest single source of registration error in
existing AR systems, outweighing all others combined (Holloway, 1997a). Latency results in
temporal misregistration, manifested as virtual imagery lagging behind or “swimming” around the
intended position. All AR systems suffer from the unavoidable delay between sampling a sensor
and modifying the display. Every action pertaining to the registration, e.g., tracking, rendering, and
display, requires some amount of time to occur. Unfortunately, todays hardware (GPUs) and
1 The term “the last mile” has its origin in telecommunications and supply chain management. It describes the last
segment in a communication or distribution network that actually reaches the customer. Such end link between
consumers and connectivity has proved to be disproportionately expensive to solve.
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software (drivers and graphics APIs) are not designed for minimal latency but rather for highest
possible throughput, which they achieve through a combination of parallelism and pipelining. Even
as it increased frame rates, it has been a source of increased latency. Predictive tracking is a good
workaround for short delays, but it does not allow us to relax the restraint that the system operates
with quick turnaround (Azuma, 1995). Therefore, we must minimize latencies in all system
components all the way from motion sensing to photon display, if possible.
Other most serious error sources are in the geometric processes, especially 6DOF pose
tracking. An AR system needs to know the geometric relationship between the user’s eyes, the
display(s) and the objects in the world. Inaccurate geometric processes result in spatial
misregistration, usually manifested as virtual imagery (1) offset constantly, due to calibration or
modeling errors; (2) jittery, due to unstable tracking; or (3) drift-away, due to error accumulation.
However, most AR systems are open-loop. The result is that inaccurate geometric processes lead to
misregistration that is seen by the users but not the system. Careful measurement of these
geometric relationship will reduce some of these registration errors, but they can never be
completely eliminated in any realistic system (MacIntyre and Julier, 2002). Therefore, we must
“close the loop” by feeding the output registration back into the system and have the system
automatically minimize any visible errors.
1.3 Thesis Statement and Contributions
This thesis is motivated by “the last mile” of registration in AR—the final imagery observed
by the user should be free of perceivable errors. “This last mile” demands AR systems to be
low-latency and closed-loop.
Thesis Statement
Closed-loop real-virtual spatial adaptation and low-latency fine-grained render-display
processing can be used to achieve optimal visual registration in Augmented Reality systems.
The main contributions of this dissertation can be summarized as follows:
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1. I present real-virtual model-based registration (RV-MBR) as an effective closed-loop
registration method, which continuously adjusts geometric transformation parameters to
maintain the desired augmented appearance in projector-based SAR. It does so without
the explicit detection and use of features or points in the camera imagery, instead
optimizing the parameters directly using any misregistration manifested in the augmented
imagery.
2. I introduce registration-enforcing model-based tracking (RE-MBT) as a new paradigm for
registration in VST-AR, offering a valuable extension to existing AR approaches relying
on conventional model-based tracking (MBT). RE-MBT is capable of refining the camera
poses towards better registration by selective weighting of important image regions, even
in the presence of modeling errors.
3. I show how real-time optical flow can be used in a post-process in VST-AR to minimize
residual registration errors in image space, even in the presence of non-rigid errors. I
introduce two alternative ways of using (feeding back) the optical flow: forward warping
Augmented Reality (FW-AR) and backward warping Augmented Virtuality (BW-AV).
The latter uses the camera image to re-texture the rendered real scene model.
4. I propose a low-latency image generation algorithm, reducing latency to the minimum in
DLP™ DMD projectors, which are widely used in OST-AR. Grayscale display can be
achieved via binary adjustments at the maximum binary rate. The resulting displayed
binary image is “neither here nor there,” but always approaches the moving target that is
constantly changing desired image, even when that image changes every 50 µs.
1.4 Thesis Outline
The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes related work in the
areas of misregistration minimization, tracking, and latency. Chapter 3 proposes methods for
closed-loop spatial registration in SAR and VST-AR. For VST-AR, I propose a global-local
misregistration minimization method that can deal with both rigid and nonrigid errors and obtain
pixel-accurate registration. Chapter 4 presents a general end-to-end system pipeline with low
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latency, and an algorithm for minimizing latency in displays (DLP™ DMD projectors in particular).
Chapter 5 discusses future steps that may further improve spatio-temporal registration. Particularly,
I discuss possibilities for designing custom virtual or physical-virtual fiducials for closed-loop
registration in SAR. Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes the results, contributions and future possibilities
of the dissertation.
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CHAPTER 2: RELATED WORK
This chapter describes previous work in spatio-temporal registration in AR, beginning with
a review of misregistration minimization techniques in Section 2.1. This is followed by a discussion
of tracking techniques in AR in Section 2.2, as tracking is the most serious source of static
misregistration. Finally, Section 2.3 introduces related work on latency, which is the dynamic error
source.
2.1 Registration Errors
If computer-generated imagery is poorly aligned with the real world, it can be confusing,
annoying, misleading, or even dangerous for applications such as AR-assisted surgery (Fuchs et al.,
1998). The challenges of accurate registration are significant for Video See-Through AR (VST-AR)
and projector-based Spatial AR (SAR) systems (e.g, Dedual et al. (2011); Kato and Billinghurst
(1999); Bimber and Raskar (2005)) and even more so for Optical See-Through AR (OST-AR)
systems (e.g, Menozzi et al. (2014); Sutherland (1968)). Holloway (1997a) conducted a
comprehensive analysis of registration errors and summarized a number of important error sources
in OST-AR with head-worn displays, including calibration error, tracking error, system delay, and
misalignment of the model. VST-AR and SAR systems suffer from the same major error sources.
The principal difference of VST-AR in comparison with SAR and OST-AR is that in VST-AR, the
video stream can be deliberately delayed or otherwise modified to match the virtual image in space
and time (Bajura and Neumann, 1995).
All AR systems must deal with registration errors. There is much existing work attempting
to minimize registration errors, either directly or indirectly.
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2.1.1 Direct Misregistration Minimization
Some previous work has attempted to obtain pixel-wise registration adjustments for
accurate occlusion between the real and virtual objects. Klein and Drummond (2004) identify
boundaries and edges where the real world occludes the virtual imagery and then use the error to
adapt polygonal phantom geometry for better real-virtual occlusion. Similarly, DiVerdi and
Ho¨llerer (2006) use edge searching in a pixel shader to obtain per-pixel occlusion correction,
however, they adapt polygon boundaries in screen space rather than adjusting the pose estimate for
the entire polygon.
2.1.2 Indirect Misregistration Minimization
Some research tries to work around the registration errors by using pre-registered
augmented images or by attempting to mitigate the consequences of misregistration. The former is
exemplified by Indirect AR (Wither et al., 2011), which displays previously acquired panoramas of
a scene with carefully registered augmentations, rather than capturing and displaying live images.
Similarly, Quarles et al. (2010) allows the user to see a virtual version of the real world around
them on their hand-held screen that is roughly registered to the world, but they show only a portion
of the scene rather than a complete annotated panoramic image of the world around them. Such
indirect methods avoid tracking errors with traditional AR registration and can enable perfect
alignment of virtual content, but they only work for VST-AR.
The latter is demonstrated by MacIntyre and M. Coelho (2000), who introduce level of
error (LOE) rendering to adapt virtual content in order to camouflage registration errors caused by
tracking inaccuracies (based on the manufacturer-reported error range). As a follow-up, MacIntyre
and Julier (2002) improve registration error estimation with a statistical method which models
errors as probability distributions over the input values to the coordinate system transformations.
This method accounts for errors in both tracking and head-worn display calibration, but not
temporal errors. Robertson and MacIntyre (2004) enhance LOE by leveraging semantic knowledge
to further ameliorate the effects of registration errors. They introduce a set of AR visualization
techniques for creating augmentations that contain sufficient visual context for a user to understand
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the intent of the augmentation, which are demonstrated to be effective in a user study (Robertson
et al., 2009).
2.1.3 Discussion
In contrast to previous work, our proposed closed-loop registration approach minimizes
registration errors in both global world space via camera pose refinement and local screen space via
pixel-wise corrections, to handle a larger variety of non-rigid registration errors. All of our global
world-space misregistration minimization methods (RV-MBR, E-MBR, MBT, and RE-MBT)
directly minimize errors in tracking. For local screen-space misregistration minimization methods,
FW-AR directly minimizes registration errors in real camera space, while BW-AV can be
considered as an indirect method as it minimizes misregistration by warping the real camera image
into the virtual camera space.
2.2 Tracking—Static Error Source
The real-time estimation of eye/camera position and orientation (6DOF pose), also known
as “tracking,” has long been considered one of the most crucial aspects of AR (Azuma, 1997). It is
so important because for most applications, the perceived quality of an AR display is a direct
function of tracking accuracy. Unfortunately, tracking is the most serious source of static errors;
even small tracking errors will result in visible registration errors.
In 1968, Ivan Sutherland stated the goal was a resolution of 1/100 of an inch and one part in
10,000 of rotation (Sutherland, 1968). Some of today’s systems claim to achieve position accuracy
and resolution of tenths of millimeters, and orientation accuracy and resolution of hundredths of
degrees, all with latencies on the order of milliseconds. They do so using a variety of modalities
(e.g., magnetic fields, acoustic waves, inertia, and light) in a variety of configurations. In general,
we can classify them into three categories: sensor-based, vision-based, and hybrid tracking.
2.2.1 Sensor-Based Tracking
Sensor-based tracking techniques are based on sensors such as magnetic, acoustic, inertial,
optical, and mechanical sensors. They are typically robust and fast but less accurate than
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(a) ARToolKit marker (b) ARTag marker (c) Multi-ring marker (d) Random dot marker
Figure 2.1: Sample markers. (a) ARToolKit marker (Kato and Billinghurst, 1999). (b) ARTag
marker (Fiala, 2010). (c) Multi-ring marker (Y. Cho and Neumann, 1998). (d) Random dot
marker (Uchiyama and Saito, 2011).
vision-based tracking. Sensor-based tracking has been well developed as part of Virtual Reality
research. See (Meyer et al., 1992; Bhatnagar, 1993; Rolland et al., 2001; Allen et al., 2001; Welch,
2009) for relatively comprehensive overviews.
2.2.2 Vision-Based Tracking
Arguably the most prevalent approach for tracking in AR is to use computer vision.
Vision-based methods offer the advantage that they typically estimate the pose by observing
features in the environment near the desired location of the augmentation. The low cost of video
cameras and the increasing availability of video capture capabilities in off-the-shelf PCs and mobile
devices have inspired substantial research into the use of video cameras as sensors for tracking.
2.2.2.1 Marker-Based Tracking
Marker-based tracking uses fiducial markers (artificial landmarks), which are placed in the
scene to facilitate locating point correspondences between images, or between an image and a
known model. The most famous marker-based tracking approach is ARToolKit (Kato and
Billinghurst, 1999), which uses a heavy black square frame within which a unique pattern is printed.
Rudimentary image processing can be used for marker detection: image thresholding, line finding,
and extracting regions bounded by four straight lines. Each marker, having four corners, yields a
full 3D pose. Numerous enhancements have been made over ARToolKit, including less
inter-marker confusion (Fiala, 2005, 2010), more stable pose estimation (Wagner and Schmalstieg,
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2007), less visual clutter (Wagner et al., 2008a), and robustness to noise (Owen et al., 2002),
occlusion (Olson, 2011), and motion blur (Herout et al., 2013). Other researchers explore tracking
using non-square markers, such as ring-shaped (Y. Cho and Neumann, 1998), circular 2D
bar-coded (Naimark and Foxlin, 2002), or even randomly scattered dots (Uchiyama and Saito,
2011). Several sample markers are shown in Figure 2.1.
Because of its reliability and efficiency as well as the availability of many open-source
libraries, maker-based tracking is widely used for rapid AR application development. While using
markers can simplify the 3D tracking task, its main drawback is the requirement of manual
engineering of the environment, which makes it limited to indoor use.
2.2.2.2 Markerless Tracking
Rather than using fiducial markers, markerless tracking relies on natural information
present in the camera image, such as points, edges, or image intensities.
Feature-Based Tracking
Feature-based tracking methods track local features such as line segments, edges, or
contours across a sequence of images. These techniques are generally robust to lighting change and
occlusions, but sensitive to feature detection and they cannot be applied to complex images that do
not naturally contain special sets of features to track. Feature-based tracking can be further
classified, according to the type of feature used, into edge-based and point-based.
Edge-based tracking. Edges correspond to discontinuities in image intensities. They are
relatively robust to lighting changes and easy to extract from images. Historically, the early
approaches to tracking were all edge-based, mostly because these methods are both
computationally efficient, and relatively easy to implement (Lepetit and Fua, 2005). Because of its
low computational complexity, the RAPiD (Real-time Attitude and Position Determination)
approach (Harris and Stennett, 1990) was one of the first markerless 3D trackers to successfully run
in real time. For every frame, RAPiD performs the following: (1) render a CAD model of object
edges according to the latest predicted pose, (2) measure the image-space difference between
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predicted and actual edge locations by small, one-dimensional edge searches performed from
control points on the CAD model edges, and (3) update 6DOF pose to minimize the difference by
linearizing about the current pose estimate, differentiating each edge distance with respect to the six
pose parameters and solving for a least-squares solution. Increases in processing power and
advances in technique have since given rise to many systems which take the basic ideas of RAPiD
to the next level (Armstrong and Zisserman, 1995; Drummond and Cipolla, 2002; Seo et al., 2014).
Edge-based tracking methods are generally accurate for estimating small pose changes, but they
cannot cope with sudden large camera motions. Therefore, previous AR systems usually combine
them with sensor-based tracking to handle a wide variety of motions. Such hybrid approaches are
further discussed in Section 2.2.3.
Keypoint-based tracking. Keypoint features, or interest points, e.g., harris corner (Harris
and Stephens, 1988), SIFT (Lowe, 2004), or Ferns (Ozuysal et al., 2007), are discriminative image
points, usually described by the appearance of patches of pixels surrounding the point location. One
of the first AR systems using keypoint-based tracking was done by Park et al. (1999), using natural
image points to extend the range and robustness of marker-based tracking. Without the use of any
fiducials for initialization, Simon et al. (2000) require the user to manually indicate the planar
region in the first frame and then track the planar region continuously. Keypoints are detected in
each frame and matched to those detected in the previous frame in order to compute the inter-frame
homography, from which the 6DOF pose can be extracted. Wagner et al. (2008b) present the first
real-time 6DOF keypoint-based tracking system for mobile phones, which heavily modifies SIFT to
be less computationally expensive and Ferns to be less memory intensive.
Intensity-Based Tracking
Intensity-based tracking methods estimate the movement, the deformation, or the
illumination parameters of a reference template between two frames by minimizing an error
measure based on image intensities. Many these techniques are extended from the seminal work
of Lucas and Kanade (1981), which was originally proposed for 2D image alignment with sub-pixel
precision but can be generalized to register a 2D template to an image under a family of
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transformations, such as affine, homography, and rigid-body 6DOF transformation. Baker and
Matthews (2004) present a unifying framework to understand and categorize many variants of the
Lucas-Kanade (LK) method. One of the notable variants is the Inverse Compositional (IC)
algorithm (Baker and Matthews, 2001), which is as accurate as the LK method but more efficient by
making the Hessian matrix constant so that it can be precomputed. Benhimane and Malis (2004,
2007) further improve IC by using efficient second-order minimization (ESM), which achieves a
better convergence rate without a loss of accuracy or efficiency.
With intensity-based tracking, the template can be 2D images or 3D textured models. In the
case of 2D templates, these methods are also known as template-based tracking (Baker and
Matthews, 2001; Benhimane and Malis, 2004, 2007; Lieberknecht et al., 2009). In the case of 3D
templates, these methods are also known as 3D model-based tracking (MBT) or
tracking-by-synthesis (Li et al., 1993; Reitmayr and Drummond, 2006; Simon, 2011). Reitmayr
and Drummond (2006) use tracking-by-synthesis in AR by rendering a textured model of the real
environment for subsequent feature matching with the live video image. While this approach is
sparse and intended for pose tracking, it could be used to implement closed-loop tracking in the
context of this thesis as well (Section 3.2).
Simultaneous Tracking and Mapping
Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) refers to a set of methods to solve the
pose estimation and 3D reconstruction problem simultaneously while a system is moving through
the environment. SLAM has received great interest in the AR community in recent years. Initial
work by Davison et al. (2003) demonstrated that a real-time SLAM method for AR, using a single
color camera, is able to build a 3D model of its environment while also tracking the camera pose.
This method is accurate and fast for tracking a handheld or wearable camera in an unknown
environment, but the reconstructed model is very sparse. PTAM (Parallel Tracking and Mapping)
by Klein and Murray (2007) demonstrates superior robustness and the ability to create models with
thousands of 3D points by splitting tracking and mapping into two CPU threads. DTAM (Dense
Tracking and Mapping) by Newcombe et al. (2011a) brings real-time monocular SLAM to a new
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level, not only tracking a freely-moving color camera but also performing dense reconstruction of
the static scene (producing a surface patchwork with millions of vertices) using powerful
commodity GPGPU hardware.
With the introduction of low-cost depth sensors, such as the Microsoft Kinect, RGB-D
SLAM methods have become popular in AR (Newcombe et al., 2011b; Meilland et al., 2013;
Salas-Moreno et al., 2013, 2014). The most representative work is KinectFusion (Newcombe et al.,
2011b), which demonstrates a live dense tracking and reconstruction system with better accuracy
and robustness than any previous solution using passive computer vision.
Visual Servoing
Visual servo control refers to the use of computer vision data to control the motion of a
robot, relying on techniques from image processing, computer vision, and control
theory (Chaumette and Hutchinson, 2006, 2007). Our closed-loop approach has its roots in
conventional control theory. It is related to virtual visual servoing (Comport et al., 2006), whose
task is to control the virtual camera using estimated pose to match the real camera for AR
registration. Benhimane and Malis (2007) have theoretically proved the existence of the
isomorphism between the task function and the camera pose and the local stability of the control
law for homography-based 2D visual servoing.
2.2.3 Hybrid Tracking
Vision-based tracking performs best with low frequency motion but is prone to failure given
rapid movements, such as head motion. Sensor-based tracking is better suited for measuring
high-frequency, rapid motion but is susceptible to noise and bias drift with slow movement. The
complementary nature of vision-based and sensor-based tracking leads to hybrid tracking, which
combines the strength of both methods. Azuma et al. (1999) describes the necessity of hybrid
tracking in order to make AR work outdoors. You et al. (1999) combine inertial (gyroscope and
accelerometer) tracking and vision-based tracking to produce nearly pixel-accurate results on
known landmark features in outdoor scenes. Klein and Drummond (2003) combine an edge-based
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tracker, RAPiD (Harris and Stennett, 1990), which is accurate for small motions, with rate
gyroscopes, which are robust to rapid rotations. Recent work by Oskiper et al. (2011) demonstrates
a highly-accurate and stable hybrid tracking method for both indoor and outdoor AR over large
areas. This approach uses an error-state Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) to fuse Inertial
Measurement Unit (IMU) output, visual odometry based relative pose measurements, and global
pose measurements as a result of landmark matching through a pre-built visual landmark database.
2.2.4 Discussion
While we are fortunate to have access to such relatively robust and accurate approaches, as
indicated earlier, even the best system/approach cannot ensure accurate real-virtual registration
alone, as such systems do not observe or correct the registration in the final augmented image.
Errors caused by (for example) manufacturing inaccuracies, signal delays, and dynamic variations
in components and parameters conspire against registration. This is compounded by errors in the
models for the objects/scenes we are trying to augment. These inevitable errors and perturbations
are magnified by distance and other factors, and manifest themselves as misregistered and unstable
imagery. This is the motivation for our closed-loop approach, which can be implemented using
virtually any tracking system suited to a specific situation, combined with our global-local
misregistration minimization.
2.3 Latency—Dynamic Error Source
Latency results in temporal misregistration, manifested as virtual imagery lagging behind or
“swimming” around the intended position. It is the single largest source of registration error in
existing AR systems, outweighing all other error sources combined (Holloway, 1997a). End-to-end
system latency is the sum of delays from tracking, application, rendering, scanout, display, and
synchronization among components (Jerald, 2009):
• Tracking delay is the time from when the user or the object moves until motion
information from the tracker’s sensors resulting from that movement is input into the
application or rendering component of the system. If tracking is processed on a different
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computer from the computer that executes the application and rendering, tracking delay
includes the network delay
• Application delay is time due to computation other than tracking or rendering, e.g.,
updating the world model, user interaction, and physics simulation. It can vary greatly
depending on the complexity of the task and the virtual world.
• Rendering delay is the time from when new data enters the graphics pipeline to the time
an image resulting from that data is completely drawn into a buffer (framebuffer). It
depends on the complexity of the virtual world, the desired quality of the resulting image,
and the performance of the graphics software/hardware.
• Scanout delay is the time from when a pixel is drawn into the framebuffer to the time
that pixel is transferred to the display device. Common display interfaces (e.g., VGA,
DVI, and HDMI) use raster scan method, which scanning pixels out from the GPU to the
display left-to-right in a series of horizontal scanlines from top to bottom (Whitton, 1984).
• Display delay is the time from when a pixel arrives at the display device to the time that
pixel’s light reaches users’ eyes. It depends on the technology of the display hardware
(e.g., LCD, DLP, and OLED (Wikipedia, 2015a)).
• Synchronization delay is the delay that occurs due to integration of pipelined
components. It can be due to components waiting for a signal to start new computations
and/or can be due to asynchrony among components. For example, V-Sync (Vertical
Synchronization) is used to synchronize the GPU and display to the vertical blanking
interval, where the GPU sends rendered frames to the display on a fixed cadence (60
times per second for a 60 Hz display).
Figure 2.2 shows how these delays contribute to total system latency. As noted by Jerald
(2009), system latency can be greater than the inverse of the update rate, i.e., a pipelined system can
have a frame rate of 60 Hz but have a delay of several frames, e.g., due to additional internal
buffering. See (Welch and Davis, 2008) for a more extensive analysis of tracking and
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Figure 2.2: End-to-end system latency comes from the delay of the individual systems components
and from the synchronization of those components [adapted from (Jerald, 2009)].
synchronization delays, and (Ohl et al., 2015) for detailed latency analysis in telepresence systems
with distributed acquisition and rendering.
2.3.1 Latency Perception
Researchers have identified the need for minimal total system latency in both VR and AR
applications (Olano et al., 1995; NVIDIA, 2013). To avoid certain deleterious effects of VR (such
as what is commonly known as “simulator sickness”), it is desirable to keep system response to
head motion roughly as fast or faster than the vestibuloocular reflex, one of the fastest reflexes in
the human body at 7ms to 15ms (Amin et al., 2012). This reflex rapidly stabilizes the retinal image
at the current fixation point by rotating the eye in response to head motion. For example, the
developers of the Oculus VR headset recommend “20ms or less motion-to-photon latency” (Yao
et al., 2014). To help developers reach that goal, they have recently reduced the latency of the
Oculus Rift tracking subsystem to 2ms (Luckey, 2013). Various experiments conducted at NASA
Ames Research Center conclude that the Just Noticeable Difference (JND) for latency
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discrimination is in the 5 to 20ms range (Adelstein et al., 2003; Ellis et al., 2004; Mania et al.,
2004), independent of scene complexity and real-world meaning (Mania et al., 2004). Even smaller
total latencies are recommended when a VR experience conveying a high sensation of presence is
needed: to avoid any perception of scene motion due to latency, values as low as 3ms should not be
exceeded (Jerald and Whitton, 2009; Jerald, 2009). A NASA study investigating the utility of
head-worn displays for flight deck “Synthetic/Enhanced Vision Systems” concludes that
commonplace “head movements of more than 100 °/s would require less than 2.5ms system latency
to remain within the allowable [Heads-Up Display] error levels” (Bailey et al., 2004).
Touch-based interaction with displays also represents a form of AR, in that the user should
ideally perceive display elements as being affected by touch as if they were tangible objects (e.g.
when dragging). Previous work in this related area covers both user perception and task
performance; the conclusions include that “there is a perceptual floor somewhere between 2−11ms,
below which users do not notice lag” and that “latencies down to 2.38ms are required to alleviate
user perception when dragging” (Jota et al., 2013; Ng et al., 2012).
There are numerous results on the effect of latency in the literature. For example, the JND
for latency discrimination is shown to be dependent on the speed of head movement using a
HWD (Allison et al., 2001). Considering physiological measurements, Meehan et al. (2003) find
that with a lower latency of 50 ms there is more physiological reaction to a virtual stress provoking
environment than with a latency of 90 ms. Samaraweera et al. (2013) show that mobility impaired
persons react to latency and the presence of an avatar differently than healthy users and avatars may
have an effect on gait but only at higher latencies. The effect of latency in collaborative VEs is task
dependent—the more precision is needed the less latency is tolerated (Park and Kenyon, 1999). In
addition, jitter—the variation of the latency—is in general more harmful than latency (Park and
Kenyon, 1999; Vaghi et al., 1999).
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2.3.2 Reducing Dynamic Errors
There are four approaches to reducing dynamic registration errors caused by latency:
latency minimization, just-in-time image generation, predictive tracking, and video
feedback (Holloway, 1997b; Azuma, 1997).
2.3.2.1 Latency Minimization
This is the most straightforward approach, which aims at directly reducing latencies in
system components and making them more responsive. Olano et al. (1995) minimize latency in
rendering by reconfiguring the conventional pipeline at the cost of throughput. Their low-latency
rendering system reduces image generation time from 50-75 ms to 17 ms. Regan et al. (1999) build
a low-latency hardware system for VR consisting of a low-latency mechanical-arm tracker and a
low-latency light-field renderer by deliberately over engineering for latency minimization. SCAAT
(Single-Constraint-At-A-Time) reduces tracking latency by producing pose estimates as each new
low-level sensor measurement is made rather than waiting to form a complete collection of
observations (Welch and Bishop, 1997). Stichling et al. (2006) extend synchronous dataflow graphs
with linear processing and fine-grained pipelining for vision-based feature tracking to reduce
latency and minimize storage for mobile devices.
As noted by Wloka (1995), being careful about synchronizing pipeline tasks can also
reduce end-to-end system latencies. Harders et al. (2009) achieve temporal synchronization of two
distributed machines (a graphics client and a physics server) in a visuo-haptic AR application by
transmitting network packets between the machines, in which system clock times are stored. Hill
et al. (2004) synchronize the tracker readings with the V-Sync signal to eliminate the dynamic
asynchrony, which results from the absence of synchronization between the tracker device readings
and the updates of the graphics application. To deal with the synchronization delay that occurs
between the buffer swapping and the V-Sync signal, Hill et al. (2004) connect the V-Sync signal
from the VGA output of the graphics card to the parallel port of the computer and having the VE
application poll the port using the UserPort kernel driver. In (Papadakis et al., 2011), triple buffering
and V-Sync are disabled from the control panel of the graphics card, which lead to the reduction of
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the overall latency due to dynamic asynchrony, but introduce image tearing. Recently, NVIDIA
(2013) introduces G-Sync™ to address the stuttering issue of V-Sync and maximize input responses
by making the display accept frames as soon as the GPU has rendered them, while keeping the
screen tearing avoidance feature of the V-Sync. AMD introduces a similar but free solution called
FreeSync™ (AMD, 2014), which is built upon DisplayPort 1.2a standard (Wikipedia, 2015b),
while G-Sync™ requires a costly NVIDIA-made module to be added to the display.
2.3.2.2 Just-In-Time Image Generation
As there is no way of completely eliminating latencies, this approach aims to reduce
apparent system delay by feeding tracking data into the rendering pipeline at the latest possible
moment. Regan and Pose (1994) present a approach that feeds the head orientation data into the
pipeline after rendering a larger view of the scene; the orientation data is then used to select which
portion of the extra-large frame buffer to scan out. Kijima and Ojika (2002) propose a similar
approach, called reflex HMD, that has hardware latency compensation ability. Jerald et al. (2007)
select a portion of each scanline based on the yaw-angle offset (the difference of the rendered
orientation and the current orientation just before scanout). Instead of rendering a single 2D image
for a specific viewpoint, PixelView (Stewart et al., 2004) constructs a 4D viewpoint-independent
buffer, from which a specific view can be extracted according to a predicted viewpoint. Just-in-time
pixels (Mine and Bishop, 1993) use the most current estimate of head position in order to compute
the value for each pixel (or scanline). In frameless rendering (Bishop et al., 1994), the system draws
a randomly distributed subset of the pixels in the image at each frame, allowing each pixel to be
computed with the most recent head-motion data. As a follow-up of frameless rendering, Dayal
et al. (2005) adapt sampling and reconstruction with very fine granularity to spatio-temporal color
change in order to improve temporal coherence in dynamic scenes.
Image-based rendering by 3D warping (McMillan and Bishop, 1995) generates novel views
from a given reference image considering per-pixel color and depth and performing a re-projection
step. Post-rendering 3D warping (Mark et al., 1997) is a particular technique that attempts to
increase the overall frame rate of an interactive system by generating new views between the
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current viewpoint and a predicted one. The WarpEngine (Popescu et al., 2000) realizes a hardware
architecture to accelerate 3D warping operations.
Recent work by Smit et al. (2007, 2008, 2009, 2010a,b) introduce a series of methods to
achieve image generation and display at the refresh rate of the display using an effective
client-server multi-GPU depth-image warping architecture. The client on one GPU generates new
application frames at its own frame rate depending on the scene complexity, while the server on the
other GPU performs constant-frame-rate image warping of the most recent application frames
based on the latest tracking data. (Smit et al., 2010a) enhances (Smit et al., 2009) with
asynchronous data transfer between the client and the server instead of synchronous data transfer,
which significantly reduces the data transfer time. In a similar vein, (Smit et al., 2010a) transmits
per-pixel object IDs and the corresponding object transformation matrices instead of directly
transmitting the 3D per-pixel motion field as done in (Smit et al., 2010b), leading to reduced data
transfer size and increased runtime performance. On the other hand, (Smit et al., 2010b) employs a
better client-side camera placement strategy—two client-side cameras are placed adaptively using
prediction based on the optic flow of the scene, which dramatically reduces errors caused by
occlusion in image warping.
2.3.2.3 Predictive Tracking
These approaches predict future viewpoint and object locations and render the virtual
objects with these future locations, rather than currently measured locations. The representative
work by Azuma (1995) shows that head-motion prediction with inertial systems gives a 5 to 10-fold
increase in accuracy in an AR system. A recent study concludes that predictive tracking can be
effectively implemented to reduce apparent latency, resulting in a lower magnitude of simulator
sickness while using an optical see-through helmet-mount display (Buker et al., 2012). However, as
noted by Azuma (1995), predictive tracking does not allow us to relax the constraint that the system
operates with a quick turnaround.
A wide variety of predictive tracking algorithms have been introduced in the literature.
Himberg and Motai (2009) use delta quaternion based Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) to estimate
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head velocity, which is then used to predict future head orientation. As an alternative to KF based
motion prediction, LaViola (2003b) proposes a latency compensation method based on double
exponential smoothing, which is shown to produce similar results to the KF while being
“approximately 135 times faster”. Split covariance addition algorithm has also been used for head
orientation tracking (Julier and La Viola, 2004), which is shown to be slightly more robust and have
slightly more accurate angular velocity estimates than the KF, while the absolute orientation
estimate is slightly worse than the EKF. The EKF is found to provide the same performance in
typical VR/AR applications as other predictive filtering methods including particle filters and the
unscented KF (Van Rhijn et al., 2005). Buker et al. (2012) combine neural network and
extrapolated frame correction (EFC) for predictive tracking in order to reduce apparent latency at a
greater percentage at higher head movement frequencies. The authors infer that the neural network
algorithms always work with the long prediction in concert with the single frame prediction and
adjust to the perspective of the single frame prediction with EFC. To compare different predictors,
Azuma and Bishop (1995) introduce a theoretical framework for head motion predictor analysis,
while LaViola (2003a) present a testbed for the empirical evaluation of general predictive tracking
algorithms, offering both head and hand motion datasets.
Tumanov et al. (2007) further classify predictive tracking into delay jitter insensitive
methods (Wu and Ouhyoung, 1995; Akatsuka and Bekey, 1998; Adelstein et al., 2001), which are
based on the constant delay assumption, and variability-aware methods (Azuma and Bishop, 1994;
Azuma, 1995; Tumanov et al., 2007), which can deal with variable delays. In (Tumanov et al.,
2007), a variability-aware latency amelioration approach is introduced to account for the
nondeterministic variable delays of the network connection in distributed virtual environments.
During the time the virtual scene is being rendered using the predicted motion, the tracker may
produce new motion estimate, assuming the tracker and the renderer are running concurrently.
Based on this observation, Didier et al. (2005) make a second prediction using the latest tracking
data estimated during rendering and apply an image-space 3DOF orientation correction to the
rendered image generated using the first prediction.
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2.3.2.4 Video Feedback
In VST-AR systems, the video camera and digitization hardware impose inherent delays on
the user’s view of the real world. However, with the digitization of the real world, we have the
option of deliberately delaying the real world (i.e., the video stream) to match the virtual
world (Bajura and Neumann, 1995).
2.3.3 Discussion
It is important to note that until now, all approaches striving to reduce rendering
latency—even unusual ones such as frameless rendering (Bishop et al., 1994; Dayal et al.,
2005)—have been applied to displays with standard video interfaces, such as VGA, DVI, or HDMI.
Our proposed end-to-end low-latency AR pipeline combines just-in-time image generation and
latency minimization in scanout and display. Latency minimization is achieved by “‘de-abstracting”
the display interface and exposing the technology underneath to the image-generation process. This
permits the image generation processors to “get closer” to the control of the photons in the display,
achieving dramatically lower overall latencies.
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CHAPTER 3: CLOSED-LOOP SPATIAL REGISTRATION
In Augmented Reality (AR), visible misregistration can result from many error sources,
including spatial errors in tracking, calibration, and modeling, and temporal errors, i.e., system
delays. However, the typical real-virtual registration is “open loop”—inaccurate geometric
measuring or latency leads to misregistration in the final imagery that is seen by the users but not
the system.
In this chapter, I advocate prioritizing visual registration over geometric accuracy, as
real-virtual registration is the overarching goal in AR. This is realized by “closing the loop” in the
final user imagery—feed back and minimize registration errors. Section 3.1 introduces closed-loop
projector-based Spatial AR (SAR), which employs real-virtual model-based registration (RV-MBR)
to continuously adjust geometric transformation parameters to maintain the desired augmented
appearance. Section 3.2 introduces closed-loop Video See-Through AR (VST-AR), which employs
a novel global-local closed-loop registration framework to minimize misregistration in both global
world space via camera pose refinement and local screen space via pixel-wise adjustments.
Section 3.1 and Section 3.2 substantially replicate peer-reviewed papers “A General
Approach for Closed-Loop Registration in AR” published at IEEE Virtual Reality (VR) in 2013
(Paper 1, co-authored with Ryan Schubert and Greg Welch) and “Pixel-Wise Closed-Loop
Registration in Video-Based Augmented Reality” published at IEEE International Symposium on
Mixed and Augmented Reality (ISMAR) in 2014 (Paper 2, co-authored with Dieter Schmalstieg
and Greg Welch), respectively. Changes incorporated here include the use of a consistent
mathematical notation across the two sections/papers, and improved descriptions.
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3.1 Closed-Loop Projector-Based Spatial AR
The goal of the closed-loop registration concept described in Section 1.1.3 is to minimize
the difference between an observed registration and a reference registration. Different from
VST-AR and Optical See-Through AR (OST-AR), SAR has the unique real-virtual relationship that
the real and virtual objects coexist in the same physical space. Therefore, we can use a commodity
color camera to “observe” the resulting registration, which is the basis for “closing the loop” in the
fashion of Figure 1.4 (b).
Specifically, in Section 3.1.1, I introduce RV-MBR which naturally couples tracking,
rendering, and display for the purpose of registration. This approach is validated with a real SAR
application in Section 3.1.2. Section 3.1.3 shows that RV-MBR can be applied to VST-AR by
digitally simulating the “projection”.
3.1.1 Real-Virtual Model-Based Registration
In this section, I explain how to mathematically formulate the closed-loop SAR registration
process as illustrated in Figure 3.1 using a single cost function in a projector-camera (ProCam)
system. As human observers, we expect to see the correct combined appearance of the real and
virtual, i.e., the appearance we observe should match an expected appearance or reference. This
suggests a natural formulation of the cost function:
argmin
p
∑
u
‖Iˆa(u)− Tˆa(W (u;p))‖
2 (3.1)
where Iˆa is the image we observe, i.e., the combined appearance of the real and virtual, called the
augmented image, while Tˆa represents the expected combined appearance, called the augmented
model image or reference image. The augmented model image Tˆa is the 2D appearance of the 3D
augmented modelMa, which is the registered combination of the real object to be tracked, i.e., real
modelMr, and the virtual object to be overlaid/projected, i.e., virtual modelMv. For example,
in Figure 3.1, planar augmented model/image (d) is comprised of the planar virtual model/image (a)
and planar real model/image (b) which are registered together.
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of closed-loop registration in projector-based SAR. This process minimizes
the difference between observed registration (c) and reference registration (d) by continuously
adjusting the projected imagery (a), closely matching the closed-loop concept described in Sec-
tion 1.1.3.
To minimize the 2D image difference, the augmented model image Tˆa is synthesized by
transforming the augmented modelMa using the warping functionW (u;p), where u = (u, v)
T is
a 2D column vector containing the pixel coordinates, and p = (p1, · · · , pn)
T is a vector of
parameters for arbitrary spatial transformation, e.g., a 2D homography or a 3D pose. For the
general case, whereMa is not necessarily planar, we use 3D pose parameterization. IfMa is planar,
i.e., both the real object and virtual object are planar, either a 2D homography or a 3D pose can be
used. In the case of 8DOF planar homography p = [p1, p2, p3, p4, p5, p6, p7, p8]
T
, the warping
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function becomes
W (u;p) =
1
1 + p7u+ p8v

 (1 + p1)u+ p3v + p5
p2u+ (1 + p4)v + p6

 (3.2)
And its Jacobian can be computed as (Baker and Matthews, 2004)
∂W
∂p
=
1
1 + p7u+ p8v

 u 0 v 0 1 0
−u[(1+p1)u+p3v+p5]
1+p7u+p8v
−v[(1+p1)u+p3v+p5]
1+p7u+p8v
0 u 0 v 0 1 −u[p2u+(1+p4)v+p6]
1+p7u+p8v
−v[p2u+(1+p4)v+p6]
1+p7u+p8v

 (3.3)
For projector-based SAR, the augmented image is a function of light and surface
reflectance. Assuming no environmental light and that the real object is planar and diffuse, then the
observed augmented image Iˆa can be approximated as a multiplicative modulation of the projected
light Tˆv, called the virtual image, the surface reflectance Iˆr, called the real image, and the cosine
angle between the surface normal and projector light:
Iˆa(u) = Tˆv(W (u;p)) · Iˆr(u) · cos θ (3.4)
where the virtual image Tˆv is warped onto the coordinate frame of the real image Iˆr. The coordinate
frames of Iˆa and Iˆr are the same. Plugging Equation (3.4) into Equation (3.1), we obtain
∑
u
‖Tˆv(W (u;p)) · Iˆr(u) · cos θ − Tˆa(W (u;p))‖
2 (3.5)
Note that both Tˆv and Tˆa are warped using the same warping parameters since they essentially have
the same behavior. That is, we simultaneously track the real object Iˆr and minimize misregistration
by continuously adjusting/warping the projected virtual image. An example is shown in Figure 3.2.
Thus a nonlinear optimization problem is formulated.
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Figure 3.2: An example showing that the augmented model image Tˆa and the virtual image Tˆv are
warped using the same geometric transformation. Assume the real object (with the letter ‘R’) is
moved in frame N-1 and static from frame N to N+2. To track the unknown motion of the real
object, we iteratively warp both the augmented model image and the virtual image in frame N and
N+1 using the incrementally updated parameter p in each frame until the augmented image matches
the augmented model image in frame N+2. Note that the virtual image is projected onto the real
object in each frame, forming the augmented image.
To simplify the first term in Equation (3.5), we apply a logarithmic transformation to
linearize it: ∑
u
‖Tv(W (u;p)) + Ir(u) + log cos θ − Ta(W (u;p))‖
2 (3.6)
where Tv, Ir , and Ta are referred as the log virtual image, log real image and log augmented model
image, respectively. Likewise, the augmented image Iˆa also has a log form Ia:
Ia(u) = Tv(W (u;p)) + Ir(u) + log cos θ (3.7)
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Equation (3.6) can be effectively solved using conventional gradient descent techniques. In
our implementation, we use the Gauss-Newton method to solve the problem, and apply an additive
rule to update the motion parameters (Lucas and Kanade, 1981; Baker and Matthews, 2004). The
solution of Equation (3.6) is:
∆p = −H−1
∑
u
[
(▽Tv − ▽Ta)
∂W
∂p
]T
E(u) (3.8)
p← p+∆p (3.9)
where ∆p is the incremental motion vector, ▽Tv and ▽Ta are gradients of Tv and Ta before
warping, E(u) denotes the error image, i.e.,
E(u) = Ia(u)− Ta(W (u;p)) (3.10)
and H is (Gauss-Newton approximation to the) Hessian matrix:
H =
∑
u
[
(▽Tv − ▽Ta)
∂W
∂p
]T [
(▽Tv − ▽Ta)
∂W
∂p
]
(3.11)
A summary of the algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. The ProCam system is assumed to be
geometrically calibrated. Note that in the solution Equation (3.8), it is not necessary to compute the
angle between the surface normal and the projector light for computing the log augmented image
Ia(u) as in Equation (3.7). The reason is that in SAR, the augmented images are “computed”
(combined) optically. To get the augmented image, we project the virtual image onto the scene then
capture the resulting appearance using a camera. Hence, in Algorithm 1, Ia(u) is implicitly
“computed” by capturing the scene and then performing a logarithmic transformation.
3.1.2 Empirical Validation
The following experiment was performed to validate the algorithm for SAR. A ProCam
application similar to (Audet et al., 2010) was built, where parts of the expected imagery are
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Algorithm 1: Real-virtual model-based registration for planar augmented model
Pre-compute Gradients ▽Tv and ▽Ta of images Tv and Ta
repeat
Warp Ta and Tv withW (u;p) to compute Ta(W (u;p)) and Tv(W (u;p))
Compute the error image E(u) = Ia(u)− Ta(W (u;p))
Warp the gradient ▽Tv and ▽Ta withW (u;p)
Evaluate the Jacobian ∂W
∂p
at (u;p)
Compute the steepest descent image (▽Tv − ▽Ta)
∂W
∂p
Compute the Hessian matrix using Equation (3.11)
Compute
∑
u
[
(▽Tv − ▽Ta)
∂W
∂p
]T
E(u)
Compute ∆p using Equation (3.8)
Update the parameters: p← p+∆p
until ‖∆p‖ ≤ ǫ
projected, i.e., Figure 3.1a, while others are printed on the board, i.e., Figure 3.1b. The software for
the experiment was implemented on CPU using OpenCV for image processing and the
multithreading API OpenMP for parallelization and speed-ups. The test hardware consisted of a
Flea-HICOL (1024x768) camera and an InFoucus 1503D (1280x800) projector, both connected to
a computer with an Intel Xeon 2.27 GHz CPU.
The ProCam system was geometrically calibrated using (Audet and Okutomi, 2009)
without color calibration. No extra device was used to synchronize the projector and the camera.
We chose to optimize for a 2D homography as both the real and virtual objects in this experiment
are planar. The system runs at 10 fps with the current implementation. The algorithm successfully
converged for the test sequence, which contains large inter-frame motion and noise. Results are
shown in Figure 3.3.
Due to the difference in our cost function formulation compared to (Audet et al., 2010), we
project an image for each iteration using incrementally estimated transformation parameters. This
means that the real-virtual optimization (augmentation with lighting) is affected and directly
measured optically in the scene space every iteration, as opposed to being simulated. For instance,
it takes 10 frames (i.e., iterations) to converge from Figure 3.3 (a) to Figure 3.3 (b). Another
difference is that in our optimization we obtained an analytical solution while (Audet et al., 2010)
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(a) Frame 28: misregistered (b) Frame 38: registered
(c) Frame 118: misregistered (d) Frame 126: registered
(e) Frame 176: misregistered (f) Frame 205: registered
Figure 3.3: Qualitative evaluation of RV-MBR in SAR. Three misregistered frames due to user
motion are shown in (a), (c) and (e). Our approach observes the augmented imagery and minimizes
any visible misregistration. The corresponding registered frames are shown in (b), (d) and (f).
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Table 3.1: Summary of mathematical notations for SAR and VST-AR.
Symbol Projector-Based Spatial AR (SAR) Video See-Through AR (VST-AR)
Iˆa Augmented image (i.e., camera image) N/A
Tˆa Augmented model image N/A
Iˆr Real image (surface reflectance) N/A
Tˆr Real model image (not used) N/A
Tˆv Virtual (model) image N/A
Ia Log augmented image Augmented image
Ta Log augmented model image Augmented model image
Ir Log real image Real image (i.e., camera image)
Tr Log real model image (not used) Real model image
Tv Log virtual (model) image Virtual (model) image
Ma Augmented model
Mr Real model
Mv Virtual model
evaluated the Jacobians numerically. Moreover, even without color calibration or synchronization
between the projector and the camera, the method worked well and was robust in handling the test
sequences.
3.1.3 Extension to VST-AR
To extend the approach to VST-AR, where the real and virtual do not coexist in the same
space, the augmented image Ia needs to be generated via simulation rather than being combined
optically and captured with a camera, as in SAR. To simplify the notation we use Ia, Ta, Ir and Tv
to represent augmented image, augmented model image, real image and virtual image in VST-AR,
instead of using them as log images. The reason is that in VST-AR we can simplify the real-virtual
relationship to linear math thus the logarithmic transformation is no longer needed. A simple way
to do this, similar to differential rendering (Debevec, 1998), is to consider the relationship as
addition, i.e.,
Ia = Tv + Ir (3.12)
That is, we compute the augmented image Ia as the addition of the real image (i.e., the camera
image) Ir and the virtual image Tv.
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(a) Real model Mr (b) Virtual model Mv (c) Augmented model Ma
(d) Real/camera image Ir (e) Virtual image Tv (f) Augmented image Ia
Figure 3.4: Illustration of augmented image formulation in VST-AR. The augmented modelMa
(c) is the combination/composition (◦) of the real modelMr (a) and the virtual modelMv (b) with
correct relative 3D pose. In this example, the augmented model (c) is composited by placing the
virtual 3D model (“bunny”) onto the real textured plane (a) using a graphics engine (e.g., OpenGL).
When Ma and Mr are transformed using the warping function W (u;p) and projected onto the
virtual camera’s image plane, we obtain the augmented model image Ta and the real model image
Tr, respectively. By subtracting Tr from Ta, we obtain the virtual image Tv (e), which captures the
texture of the real modelMr (note the difference in the bunny region between (b) and (e)). Finally,
the augmented image Ia (f) is the addition of the real image (i.e., the camera image) Ir (d) and Tv
(e). It is later shown in Section 3.2.1.1 that the texture of the real model captured in the virtual
image it is useful for misregistration visualization. Note that this is a synthetic example where the
real model (a) with known ideal pose and the camera image (d) with unknown pose (to be estimated)
are synthetic. If (a) and (d) were captured/synthesized at the same camera pose, the augmented
image (f) and the augmented model view (c) would be the same, i.e., no real-virtual misregistration.
Then to compute the virtual image Tv, we can simply subtract the real model image Tr from
the augmented model image Ta, i.e.,
Tv = Ta − Tr (3.13)
An illustration of the various images and computations is shown in Figure 3.4. With this simplified
relationship between the real and virtual images, Algorithm 1 can be used almost without change
for VST-AR. We name this extended method as extended model-based registration (E-MBR).
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(a) Real object (b) Frame 1 (c) Frame 106
Figure 3.5: Qualitative evaluation of E-MBR in VST-AR and VST-DR. For a single static camera
view with a known static background, we tracked the real planar object (a), while “camouflaging”
its “closed” window and augmenting it with an “opened” window. Results of two frames are shown
in (b) and (c).
The mathematical notations for SAR and VST-AR are summarized in Table 3.1. Note that
the real image Ir in VST-AR is the camera image, while in SAR it represents the surface reflectance
of the real object with logarithmic transformation. The reason is that the camera image in SAR
captures the appearance of the real object modulated by the projected light (i.e, virtual image Tˆr),
so it represents the augmented image Iˆa.
A qualitative evaluation was performed to show the feasibility of E-MBR in VST-AR as
well as Video See-Through Diminished Reality (VST-DR). Diminished Reality (DR) is a special
form of AR, which removes an object or collection of objects and replaces it with an appropriate
background image (Zokai et al., 2003). It can be considered a real-virtual registration process
where the objects are tracked and augmented with virtual content that hides them. DR can also be
realized using video see-through, optical see-through and projection-based displays. The result is
shown in Figure 3.5.
3.1.3.1 Numerical Comparison with Open-Loop Approach
Two quantitative experiments were conducted, the results of which show that the
closed-loop approach outperforms the conventional open-loop approach in terms of registration
accuracy. ARToolKit (Kato and Billinghurst, 1999) was chosen as the conventional open-loop
approach, as it is widely used in current AR systems. Both of the test sequences used were
synthetic so that we could also calculate the absolute ground-truth registration data easily and have
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perfect knowledge and control of the calibration. The parameters being optimized for were the 3D
pose. The error metric being used was the mean absolute error in image intensity
E =
1
N
∑
u
|A(u)− B(u)| (3.14)
where A(u) and B(u) represent the ground-truth image and result image respectively, and N
denotes the number of pixels in an image. Both images are grayscale with pixel intensity values in
the range [0,255].
Tracker Error
In this experiment, both our approach and ARToolKit were provided with correct
calibration parameters, meaning the registration inaccuracy can be attributed purely to erroneous
pose estimates from the tracking system. The test sequence contains a marker, which is initially
almost perpendicular to the viewing camera, undergoing a small amount of movement. Visual
registration results are shown in Figure 3.6. Figure 3.7 shows numerical results of registration error
for each frame. Our results are more stable and accurate while there is a significant amount of jitter
in the ARToolKit result. This is because ARToolKit tends to produce unreliable jittery pose
estimates with sequences captured from a frontal direction (Mohan et al., 2009).
(a) Our result (b) ARToolKit result (c) Ground truth
Figure 3.6: Visual registration comparison between the closed-loop approach and the conventional
open-loop approach. It shows rendered results of frame 241 in the test sequence. Our result is much
closer to the ground truth (note the green arrow position).
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Figure 3.7: Numerical comparison in the tracker error experiment. Our results (red curve) are more
accurate and stable than ARToolKit (green curve) in terms of mean absolute error in pixel intensity
[0, 255].
Calibration Error
In this experiment, I tested the same two approaches with inaccurate calibration data, to
simulate another common source of misregistration in AR systems. Specifically, the focal length
parameter of the camera calibration data is increasingly degraded. Figure 3.8 shows the registration
error for different focal lengths, where focal length f = 500mm is the correct value. For both of the
approaches, the registration error increases with the error in focal length. However, our approach
still outperformed ARToolKit for all calibration focal lengths.
3.1.4 Summary
I have presented a new closed-loop registration approach for SAR, RV-MBR, which
naturally couples tracking and augmentation for the purpose of registration in a more compact
closed-loop framework without using an extra step for correction. This approach offers several
advantages. It embodies a closed-loop system that is continuously adjusting parameters to maintain
the desired augmented appearance. It does so without the explicit detection and use of features or
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(a) Our result (b) ARToolKit result
Figure 3.8: Comparison of registration accuracy with different amounts of error in focal length
calibration. Our result (a) is better and contains less registration error than ARToolKit (b). The error
metric is mean absolute error in pixel intensity [0,255].
points in the camera imagery, instead optimizing the parameters directly using any misregistration
manifested in the augmented imagery. In addition to simplifying the closed-loop registration, this
approach can use information implicit in the augmented imagery, such as misregistration
manifested in the form of T-junctions or other features that do not exist in either the real or the
virtual imagery, but arise as a result of interactions between the real and virtual imagery. Our
approach can be used by itself in cases where inter-frame movement is relatively small (where the
misregistration is correctable by an iterative optimization), or in combination with a conventional
open-loop approach by using the open-loop tracking for a coarse pose estimate prior to closed-loop
optimization. Finally, the approach can be used with SAR as well as VST-AR and VST-DR such as
on hand-held or head-worn devices.
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3.2 Closed-Loop Video See-Trough AR
In this section, I present closed-loop VST-AR, which employs a novel global-local
closed-loop registration framework to minimize misregistration in both global world space via
camera pose refinement and local screen space via pixel-wise adjustments.
Due to the fundamental difference in combining the real and virtual in SAR (light
projection) and VST-AR (digital synthesis), registration error detection in VST-AR can be achieved
with a model of the real scene, instead of an augmented model combining both the real scene model
and the virtual augmentations. Misregistration can be measured as the image difference between
the real model image—an image rendered from the real scene model using the same projection and
viewing parameters as the augmentations, and the current camera image. When any misregistration
is detected, it should be minimized in three-dimensional (3D) space. If the real model image
matches the camera image, augmentations that are registered to the real scene model will be
registered to the camera image.
The above render-compare process suggests that conventional model-based tracking (MBT)
or tracking-by-synthesis approaches (Li et al., 1993; Reitmayr and Drummond, 2006; Simon, 2011)
are already performing closed-loop registration. As shown in Figure 3.9, our proposed approach
differs from such conventional methods in two aspects: (1) we perform both global pose refinement
and local pixel-wise adjustments to deal with both rigid and non-rigid registration errors, and (2) we
enhance conventional MBT with importance weighting that weights important image regions that
have registered virtual objects, which can guide pose refinement towards better registration, even in
the presence of modeling errors. For example, when there are errors in the real scene model,
conventional methods may compute pose estimates that agree with some parts of the model, but not
other parts where augmentations are overlaid, resulting in misregistration as shown in Figure 3.11.
Our notion of “closed loop” may be considered an extension of Bajura and Neumann’s
work (Bajura and Neumann, 1995), which uses a relatively simple representation of the real
scene—one point fiducial per virtual object—and hence errors cannot be minimized in a way that
ensures complete spatial and visual coherence. By using an augmented model comprised of the real
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(a) Conventional closed-loop registration based on model-based tracking.
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(b) Our proposed closed-loop registration with global-local misregistration minimization.
Figure 3.9: Comparison between conventional closed-loop registration and our closed-loop registra-
tion.
scene model and the desired virtual augmentations, our approach can fully minimize errors in 3D.
Though real scene model alone suffices for misregistration detection, virtual augmentations can
provide important information for misregistration minimization. The important information used
here is real-virtual association—that is, one typically knows where to overlay the virtual objects
relative to the modeled real scene. In addition, with the availability of cheap 3D sensors,
reconstruction of a real scene is not difficult any more for most scenarios. The availability of an
augmented model is the starting point for the work presented here for closed-loop VST-AR.
The proposed global-local misregistration minimization process is outlined as follows. We
first employ model-based tracking (MBT) or registration-enforcing model-based tracking
(RE-MBT) to improve camera pose estimates obtained from any conventional tracking method.
This can effectively minimize rigid registration errors caused by erroneous camera pose estimates.
Even after camera pose refinement there might still exist registration errors, e.g., because of
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uncorrected pose errors or non-rigid error sources. To deal with these residual errors we
subsequently compute the optical flow between the camera image and the real model image
rendered with the refined pose, and use the estimated flow to directly minimize misregistration in
screen space, on a per-pixel basis. The “screen space” can be equivalent to the real camera image
space, i.e., we warp the augmentations into the real camera image, obtaining registration in the
camera image. Alternatively, the “screen space” can be equivalent to the virtual camera image
space, i.e., we warp the real camera image into the virtual camera image space, resulting in
Augmented Virtuality (AV) (Milgram et al., 1995). The forward method is called forward-warping
Augmented Reality (FW-AR), while the backward method backward-warping Augmented
Virtuality (BW-AV).
3.2.1 Global World-Space Misregistration Minimization
In this section, we describe registration-enforcing model-based tracking (RE-MBT), which
can refine camera pose estimates from any existing tracking approach to achieve better registration,
even in the case of modeling errors. Our method relies on a textured 3D model of the scene to be
tracked, and the desired augmentations. We first present an overview of the conventional
model-based tracking (MBT) approach, then present how to enhance it with registration
enforcement by weighting.
3.2.1.1 3D Model-Based Tracking
Given a 3D model of the real scene, model-based tracking (MBT) aims to estimate the
6DOF camera pose p by aligning a synthesized real model image Tr with the camera image (i.e.,
real image) Ir to obtain
pˆ = argmin
p
∑
x
‖ Ir(x)− Tr(W (x;p))‖
2 (3.15)
whereW is a warping-by-rendering function for obtaining model color and depth according to
camera pose p at an image pixel x = [x, y]T . W combines rigid motion [ R | t ]3×4 and camera
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projection π by
W (x;p) = π(RX+ t) (3.16)
whereX = [X, Y, Z]T denotes a 3D point in world coordinates, andR ∈ SO(3) and
t = [tx, ty, tz]
T ∈ R3 are the rotation matrix and translation vector. We use the exponential map of
the Lie group SE(3) to represent the rotation matrixR (Xiao et al., 2002; Ma et al., 2003):
W =


1 −wz wy tx
wz 1 −wx ty
−wy wx 1 tz
0 0 0 1


(3.17)
where [wx, wy, wz] represents the rotations relative to the three axes, and [tx, ty, tz] the 3D
translation. Hence camera pose p can be minimally represented as a 6D vector
p = [wx, wy, wz, tx, ty, tz]
T
.
After transforming a point from the world coordinates to the camera coordinates, it is
projected into the image coordinate frame using a 3D-to-2D mapping π based on the camera
calibration:
x = π(X) =

 fx
X
Z
+ cx
fy
Y
Z
+ cy

 (3.18)
where (fx, fy) is the focal length distance expressed in horizontal and vertical pixels, and (cx, cy) is
the principle point of the camera.
Given camera projection π and rigid motion [ R | t ]3×4, the color and depth of the model in
camera coordinates can be obtained efficiently through OpenGL rendering. The cost function in
Equation (3.15) can be effectively minimized using a Gauss-Newton approach (Baker and
Matthews, 2004). The algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 2: Model-based tracking
repeat
TransformMr withW (u;p) to compute Tr(W (u;p))
Compute the error image E(u) = Ir(u)− Tr(W (u;p))
Compute the gradient image ▽Tr(W ) of the warped image Tr(W (u;p))
Evaluate the Jacobian ∂W
∂p
at (u;p)
Compute the steepest descent image ▽Tr(W )
∂W
∂p
Compute the Hessian matrix H =
∑
u
[
▽Tr(W )
∂W
∂p
]T [
▽Tr(W )
∂W
∂p
]
Compute
∑
u
[
(▽Tv − ▽Ta)
∂W
∂p
]T
E(u)
Compute ∆p = −H−1
∑
u
[
▽Tr(W )
∂W
∂p
]T
E(u)
Update the parameters: p← p+∆p
until ‖∆p‖ ≤ ǫ
Relationship with Extended Model-Based Registration (E-MBR)
Back to Section 3.1.3, if we plug both Equation (3.12) and Equation (3.13)
into Equation (3.1), we obtain the cost function of MBT, i.e., Equation (3.15). Therefore, E-MBR is
mathematically equivalent to MBT. A good use of E-MBR is that it can be used as an effective
visualization tool to show the iterative registration error reduction process with some extra
computations. Figure 3.10 shows the progression from an initial state with some noise and large
registration error to reduced error and finally almost no registration error after nine iterations for a
single frame.
3.2.1.2 Registration-Enforcing Model-Based Tracking
The conventional cost formulation in Equation (3.15) seeks the best image alignment of the
model to the input camera image, without considering the desired augmentations. This can result in
misregistration in the presence of modeling errors, as shown in Figure 3.11 (c) and (e). To make
conventional model-based tracking “aware” of the registration effects, we use a simple but effective
weighting approach:
pˆ = argmin
p
∑
x
Mask(x)‖ Ir(x)− Tr(W (x;p))‖
2 (3.19)
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(a) 1st iteration (b) 6th iteration (c) 9th iteration
Figure 3.10: Visualization of registration errors being iteratively minimized in VST-AR using
E-MBR. (a) Initial misregistered appearance. Note that the bunny should be all white if there is no
error. (b) Decreased registration error. (c) Converged state with almost no error.
whereMask(x) is a weighting mask enforcing real-virtual registration, which gives larger weights
to important image pixels belonging to real objects in the scene to which desired augmentations
should be registered. For example, when creating a real scene model one typically knows which real
objects in the scene model the virtual objects should be registered to, i.e., the real-virtual association
information. Alternatively, we can assign smaller weights to the other unimportant pixels.
To identify such important or unimportant pixels, we can compare the depth images of the
real scene model rendered either with or without the specific object that has registered virtual
objects. We denote the depth images of the real scene model without the specific object, and a
complete scene model, as Dr−obj and Dr, both rendered with the updated camera pose. If a pixel x
satisfies Dr−obj(x) 6= Dr(x), it falls into the specific object region, hence it is considered important.
This is independent of the type of the augmentations and the color of the objects in the scene, and it
automatically handles occlusions.
If we know the augmentation is on-surface, i.e., it directly covers (and is “attached to”) a
real 3D object surface, such as when re-texturing an object, we can also use the color images of the
augmented model and the real model to differentiate between important and unimportant pixels. So
the two images are augmented model image Ta and real model image Tr, both rendered with the
updated camera pose. Similarly, if a pixel x satisfies Ta(x) 6= Tr(x), it falls into the specific object
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Figure 3.11: Comparison of MBT and RE-MBT in the presence of rigid modeling errors. (a) The
augmented model rendered with the ground-truth pose, where the tower is slightly misplaced to
the left in the off-line modeling process, resulting in its attached virtual ISMAR sign also being
misplaced. (b) The error image between the ground-truth registration and (a), showing the modeling
errors are only in regions of the tower and the ISMAR board. (c) The residual image between the
camera image Ir and the real model image Tr rendered with the refined camera pose from MBT,
showing good matching in the ground plane but not with the tower. (d) The residual image between
Ir and Tr rendered with the refined camera pose from RE-MBT, showing good matching with the
tower. (e) The registration result from using MBT, where the virtual ISMAR sign failed to register to
the tip of the tower. (f) The registration result from using RE-MBT, which overcomes the modeling
error and achieves good registration by incorporating the real-virtual association information into
the minimization via weighting.
region and is considered important. Though this method applies to on-surface augmentations only
and depends on the color difference between the virtual and the real, it does not require object
segmentation information in the real scene model.
Therefore, we can computeMask(x) by comparing either Dr−obj and Dr or Ta and Tr:
Mask(x) =


w1 if Dr−obj(x) 6= Dr(x) or Ta(x) 6= Tr(x)
w2 otherwise
(3.20)
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As introduced above, we can either fix w2 = 1 and increase w1 to be larger than w2, or fix
w1 = 1 and decrease w2 to zero. The former requires some heuristics to determine a value for w1,
while the latter does not.
By re-evaluating the weighting mask during each iteration, Equation (3.19) becomes an
iteratively reweighted least squares (IRLS) problem (Simon Baker and Matthews, 2003). Though it
might seem a simple enhancement over conventional MBT, our use of weighting is the first
approach that incorporates the real-virtual association information into the error minimization
process. As such it is more effective in improving camera pose estimates towards better registration,
compared to conventional MBT, especially when there are errors in the real model. In the example
shown in Figure 3.11 (d) and (f), RE-MBT overcomes the modeling error and improves registration,
while conventional MBT fails shown in Figure 3.11 (c) and (e).
The cost function in Equation (3.19) only models brightness constancy, i.e., it assumes that
the intensity of the model image Tr and the camera image Ir match. However, this assumption is
easily violated in practice due to factors such as camera auto-exposure mechanisms and lighting
changes. Therefore, we generalize the method to include a linear photometric compensation term:
pˆ = argmin
p,g,b
∑
x
Mask(x)‖ gIr(x) + b− Tr(W (x;p))‖
2 (3.21)
where g and b are 3D vectors modeling the camera gain and bias for each color channel, to account
for global color differences (Bartoli, 2008). These parameters can be applied to the rendered
augmentations to make them appear less artificial and more visually plausible, as introduced in
Section 3.2.4.
3.2.2 Local Screen-Space Misregistration Minimization
After world-space registration error minimization by camera pose refinement, there might
still exist registration errors, for example, because of uncorrected pose errors or non-rigid error
sources. To deal with these residual errors, we subsequently compute the optical flow (OF) between
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the camera image Ir and the model image Tr rendered with the refined pose, and use the estimated
flow to directly minimize misregistration in screen space, on a per-pixel basis.
We propose two distinct ways of using the estimated flow u to improve the final registration
results: Forward-Warping Augmented Reality (FW-AR) and Backward-Warping Augmented
Virtuality (BW-AV). The relative advantage and disadvantage of the methods are explained and
demonstrated in Figure 3.12.
The optical flow (OF) is a 2D displacement field defined as u = [u, v]T , representing the
apparent motion of the brightness patterns in the image (Horn and Schunk, 1981). In our
screen-space registration error minimization, for forward warping, the flow u is computed from the
current model image Tr to the current camera image Ir, i.e., Tr(x) = Ir(x+ u); for backward
warping, it is computed from the current camera image Ir to the current model image Tr , i.e.,
Ir(x) = Tr(x+ u). The color of the camera image Ir is adjusted with the estimated gain and bias
prior to the OF computation.
3.2.2.1 Forward-Warping Augmented Reality
FW-AR refers to registration error minimization in the real camera space by using the
estimated flow to warp any augmentations rendered with the refined camera pose into the camera
image. This has the advantage of maintaining the “reality” observed by the camera, i.e., keeping the
camera image Ir the same as traditional AR registration, and it can enhance the realism of the
augmentations by acquiring real object surface properties from the flow that are not modeled in the
augmentations. To name a few examples, surface properties can be deformation, crumples, or even
tearing. As shown in Figure 3.14, the forward warping results in MBT & FW-AR (c) and RE-MBT
& FW-AR (g) contain the desired un-modeled “bent” effects in the virtual “ISMAR board”, which
matches the deformation of the underlying real ground plane.
Given the 2D nature of OF, the estimated flow does not provide meaningful displacement
for virtual object pixels closer to the camera than the real object surface. Therefore FW-AR is best
for on-real-object-surface augmentations, e.g., for object re-texturing. The greater the depth
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(a) FW-AR registration (b) BW-AV registration
(c) Ground-truth registration (d) Error image between (a) and (c)
Figure 3.12: Comparison of FW-AR and BW-AV in the presence of non-rigid error sources. The
non-rigid error source in this example is uncorrected camera distortions. The ground texture is
modified with a grid pattern to help visualize distortion. The dragon, the square & axes object and
shadows are augmented. FW-AR result (a) keeps the camera image unchanged and uses the flow to
“distort” the virtual augmentations, while BW-AV result (b) uses the flow to “un-distort” the camera
image which is then used to re-texture the real model, enabling pixel-accurate real-virtual occlusion.
(d) shows the error of applying estimated flow to non-surface augmentations in FW-AR. The blue
axis is severely misplaced in (a) due to the flow which is only valid for on-real-object-surface
displacement.
difference between the real and the virtual objects relative to the camera, the less applicable
FW-AR becomes.
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3.2.2.2 Backward-Warping Augmented Virtuality
BW-AV refers to registration error minimization in virtual camera screen space by using the
estimated flow to warp the camera image Ir into the virtual camera image, which in effect
re-textures the real model rendered with the refined camera pose. In other words, the camera image
is warped and displayed as background. The biggest advantage of BW-AV is that it preserves the
full use of the dense geometry buffer (G-buffer) provided by the augmented model, enabling the
best 3D registration at the level of G-buffer accuracy.
The disadvantage of BW-AV is that “reality” observed by the camera is altered, yielding an
Augmented Virtuality (AV) image. However, the AV imagery is rendered with the refined camera
pose, hence it can appear very close to perfectly registered AR imagery.
3.2.3 Guidelines for Global-Local Misregistration Minimization
We have introduced our global-local registration error minimization approach, including
both world-space (MBT and RE-MBT) and screen-space (FW-AR and BW-AV) error minimization.
Each of the four methods has its advantages and disadvantages as described in Section 3.2.1 and
Section 3.2.2.
3.2.3.1 General Guidelines
There are four possible combinations of world-space and screen-space methods: MBT &
FW-AR, MBT & BW-AV, RE-MBT & FW-AR, and RE-MBT & BW-AV. While we present general
guidelines for choosing the right combinations in Table 3.2, those guidelines should be considered
on a case-by-case basis.
MBT aims to minimize the image difference between the model image and the camera
image in an unbiased fashion. This is desirable for BW-AV, as we would like the AV imagery to be
as close to the AR imagery as possible. In general, MBT is better for BW-AV in preserving the
“reality” than RE-MBT. However there can be exceptions. For example, as shown in Figure 3.14 (h)
and (l), the result of RE-MBT & BW-AV is closer to the AR result, because the weighting mask
enforces the registration in the majority of the real object region, i.e., the right side in the example.
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Table 3.2: Analysis of all four combinations of world-space (MBT or RE-MBT) and screen-space
(FW-AR or BW-AV) misregistration minimization.
Property MBT RE-MBT
Property N/A
Seeks best unbiased
alignment
Incorporates real-virtual
association thus “awares”
of registration
FW-AR
Preserves “reality” and
transfers desired
unmodeled surface details
to on-surface
augmentations
On-surface augmentations
of slightly deformed
objects
On-surface augmentations
of slightly deformed
objects
BW-AV
Alters “reality” but
preserves the full use of
the dense geometry buffer
provided by the
augmented model
Supports best
pixel-accurate depth
registration between the
real and the virtual
Not recommended since
model and camera image
may look too different in
case of large modeling
errors
RE-MBT can be useful when there are errors beyond those caused by camera pose, and it
can use the real-virtual association information to refine the camera pose to achieve improved
registration overall. At this time we can only improve registration with respect to a single real
object in the scene, or multiple objects that are modeled with the same confidence, since we assume
only one camera pose is computed. If there are multiple objects in the scene to be augmented and
their 3D models are available, RE-MBT can be readily applied to refine registration for each object.
In this case, it is better to use multiple object tracking methods to compute pose estimates for each
object, e.g., (Park et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2012).
FW-AR is generally preferred as it minimizes the misregistration in the real camera space.
However, due to the 2D nature of the estimated flow, it can only be used to warp augmentation
pixels that have similar depth as the underlying real object pixels where the flow is computed, with
respect to the viewing camera. This can be a significant limitation for use cases beyond
surface-based augmentations. However, if the residual flow is relatively small in a non-surface 3D
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(a) Input camera image (b) Initial model image
Figure 3.13: Input images for the specific example.
augmentations region, such as in Figure 3.14 (g) and (j), it should not significantly alter the integrity
of the 3D appearance of the virtual object and can still be applied.
BW-AV is generally the best way to achieve pixel-accurate registration as it preserves the
full use the geometry buffer. When combining with MBT, it can typically achieve both accurate
registration and similar results to perfect AR registration.
3.2.3.2 An Example Use
Here we present a specific example to illustrate the above guidelines. The input camera
image and the initial model image rendered with the pose prior for this example are shown
in Figure 3.13. The camera image is generated using the model, which is deliberately “bent” along
its center vertical axis (the dashed red line) to simulate some modeling errors, and it is labeled
“Left” and “Right” for ease of discussion. For our closed-loop registration results, shown in
Figure 3.14, the original “unbent” model is used.
In Figure 3.14, the first column demonstrates the use of MBT, and the second column,
RE-MBT. MBT fails to find good alignment for either the left or right side, as can be seen in the
residual image (a). For RE-MBT, the weighting mask is set to the right side, as it contains the 3D
virtual dragon that requires a reliable pose estimate; hence, an improved pose is computed to
minimize the image difference in the right side, as shown in (e), but with increased error in the left
side, compared to (a). The estimated flow in (b) after MBT contains large flows in both the left and
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right sides, which is consistent with the residual error in (a). For RE-MBT, the estimated flow in (f)
also aligns well with the residual image (e), which has large flows in the left side and there is
almost no flow in the right side.
The forward warping results in MBT & FW-AR (c) and RE-MBT & FW-AR (g) contain the
desired un-modeled “bent” effects in the “ISMAR board”, which matches the deformation of the
underlying ground plane. To better illustrate how the flow is used to warp the augmentations in
FW-AR, we use blended images of the augmentations before and after the flow, as shown in (i) and
(j). In (j), the right side is not warped, since in (f) the right side has almost zero flow; but its left side
is strongly warped, since after RE-MBT, the right side matches, but left side becomes less matched.
While in (i), the left side and the right side are both warped, resulting in an undesirable shape
change in the dragon (it is blurred in the blended image; see the zoomed-in portions of the images).
As a result, (h) using RE-MBT & BW-AV better approximates the “reality” than (d) using
MBT & BW-AV, as in this case, RE-MBT refines the camera pose for the majority of the “reality”
in the input camera image. Again, we use blended images to show the differences clearly. (k) shows
the blending of the input camera image in Figure 3.13 (a) and the MBT & BW-AV result (d), which
exhibits obvious blur in real object pixels in both left and right sides, indicating its registration
result is relatively far from AR registration. In contrast, (l) shows the blending of the same input
camera image and the RE-MBT & BW-AV result, and it is sharp in the right side, indicating the
registration result in the right side (the majority of the “reality”) is very close to the accurate AR
registration in the real camera space.
3.2.3.3 Discussion
Though FW-AR and BW-AV have their limitations, they can offer a number of practical
solutions in complex real scenarios. The possibilities include, but not limited to:
1. FW-AR and BW-AV can be dynamically interchanged based on camera pose. For
example, in the case of handheld AR, the user may move the camera freely to view
different parts of the scene that may have different augmentations (on-surface or
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(a) Residual error after MBT
(b) Flow computed after MBT
(c) MBT & FW-AR result
(d) MBT & BW-AV result
(e) Residual error after RE-MBT
(f) Flow computed after RE-MBT
(g) RE-MBT & FW-AR result
(h) RE-MBT & BW-AV result
(i) Blending of augmentations 
before and after the warp in (c)
(j) Blending of augmentations 
before and after the warp in (g)
(k) Blending of (d) and the input 
camera image
(l) Blending of (h) and the input 
camera image
Figure 3.14: Illustration of the uses and differences of all four combinations of MBT and FW-AR,
MBT and BW-AV, RE-MBT and FW-AR, and RE-MBT and BW-AV, using the same input camera
image and pose prior. The dragon and the “ISMAR board” (on the ground) are augmented.
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off-surface), hence it can be desirable to dynamically switch between FW-AR and
BW-AV based on the camera viewpoint and location.
2. FW-AR can be applied to selective augmentations and BW-AV can be applied to selective
scene objects. For example, when there are both on- and off-surface augmentations,
FW-AR can be applied to only on-surface augmentations. Similarly, when there are
unmodeled objects in the scene, e.g., the user’s hand, those objects can be segmented and
not warped in BW-AV. In addition, we can use structure-from-motion methods to build
unmodeled scene parts at run-time, e.g., (Bleser et al., 2006; Kim et al., 2012).
3.2.4 Four-Pass Rendering
The rendering method employed in our global-local registration framework uses four
passes, as shown in Figure 3.15. In the first pass, only the real model is rendered into the geometry
buffer. The diffuse color Tr and positions of the real model can be accessed for model-based
tracking (MBT or RE-MBT) and optical flow (FW-AR or BW-AV). In the second pass, the virtual
model is rendered into the same geometry buffer, and real-virtual occlusions are automatically
handled by depth testing. In the third pass, real-virtual shading is performed using the data stored in
the geometry buffer, resulting in the final augmented model image Ta. Finally, in the fourth pass,
the output augmented image Ia is composited using differential rendering (Debevec, 1998), with
photometric adjustments to both real object and virtual object pixels.
3.2.4.1 Photometric Adjustments to Real Object Pixels
Normally differential rendering uses a rendering of the real scene, which is very similar to
the camera image. For modification of real object pixels, the difference between the camera image
Ir and the real model image Tr is added to the rendering of real & virtual objects, i.e., augmented
image Ia:
Ia = Ir − Tr + Ta (3.22)
However, in practical AR applications, this is often not possible because camera parameters such as
white balance or gain cannot be controlled or even measured. Consequently, we can only rely on
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(a) Real model (b) Augmented model
(c) Augmented model with shading (d) Output augmented image composition
Figure 3.15: Illustration of four-pass rendering: (a) real model rendered with the current pose
estimate, (b) virtual model rendered into the same geometry buffer with the same pose, resulting in
unshaded augmented model, (c) augmented model being shaded, and (d) output augmented image
composited via differential rendering with photometric adjustments to both real object and virtual
object pixels. The dragon, the square & axes object and shadows are augmented.
relative rather than absolute values. Via the OF we can relate camera pixels to rendered pixels of
the real model. This allows us to compute a ratio rather than a difference describing the relationship
of the camera to the rendering:
Ia = Ir/Tr w × Ta w (3.23)
for forward warping, and
Ia = Ir w/Tr × Ta (3.24)
for backward warping. Tr w and Ta w are warped from Tr and Ta, respectively, which are rendered
with the refined camera pose, and Ir w is warped from the camera image Ir.
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Employing a ratio works for single channel intensities, but not for RGB values. However
we can transform RGB values to a L*a*b* color space, where colors are also expressed in relative
terms, and the computation above yields meaningful results.
3.2.4.2 Photometric Adjustments to Virtual Object Pixels
For virtual objects pixels, we cannot establish a relationship with camera image pixels to
compute per-pixel color adjustments. We therefore employ a simple linear adjustment using
estimated average gain and bias values for all real object pixels to camera pixel correspondences in
the scene. However, color space bias could be modeled as a tone mapping based on dynamic
camera image histograms, such as with the approach of Knecht et al. (Knecht et al., 2011). We
leave this for future work.
3.2.5 Experimental Results
We conducted experiments to evaluate our proposed global-local closed-loop registration
approach with both synthetic and real sequences.
3.2.5.1 Implementation
Our model-based tracking methods (both MBT and RE-MBT) employ the Gauss-Newton
approach (Baker and Matthews, 2004) implemented on the GPU using OpenCV with CUDA
support and OpenGL with GLSL. We directly use the existing implementation of the anisotropic
Huber-L1 optical flow (Werlberger et al., 2009) provided by the FlowLib (Werlberger and Pock,
2012). It preserves discontinuities and smoothness while still being robust to illumination changes
and noise, and is thus suitable for our basic needs for screen-space pixel-wise misregistration
minimization. Our system is currently running at 5 fps without any special optimization.
3.2.5.2 Synthetic Sequences
To evaluate and demonstrate our approach we created several synthetic sequences with
different simulated sources of error, and known ground-truth registration. These synthetic
sequences were created using the precisely tracked hand-held camera motion from the
“City-of-Sights” dataset (Gruber et al., 2010) to make them realistic and difficult. Our approach
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passed all of the test cases, and achieved pixel-wise accurate registration. Some results are shown in
Figure 3.16.
3.2.5.3 Real Sequences
We tested several real planar sequences provided by the “City-of-Sights” dataset, which
contains rapid hand-held motion. The ground-truth pose provided in these sequences was measured
using the mechanical FARO CMM tracker that was carefully calibrated, but still results in
significant registration error when processed in a conventional open-loop AR fashion. Our
closed-loop approach uses the given pose measurements at each frame and achieves pixel accurate
registration, appearing more visually accurate as shown in Figure 3.17. Note that in the third
column in Figure 3.17, photometric adjustments to the rendering of real object pixels
(virtual-to-real shadows) and virtual object pixels (with estimated gain and bias) are turned on,
hence the result images look more visually blended into the camera image.
3.2.6 Limitations
While our closed-loop approach is widely applicable in general, and should improve the
final registration in most cases, there are some limitations. First, our world-space registration error
minimization methods will have difficulty with “large” pose errors, and our screen-space methods
will have difficulty with “large” displacements. It is difficult to quantify “large” in these cases, as
there are many factors, but it can happen (for example) that the registration error minimization
process will converge to the wrong solution. In practice, we find that this is dependent on the
quality of the pose estimation. Similarly, both world- and screen-space methods can have difficulty
with strong appearance differences between the real model image and the camera image, e.g.,
strong shadows, dramatic lighting changes, motion blur, or big occlusions. These issues are not
unique to our closed-loop approach—they are common to traditional vision-based tracking and
optical flow approaches. We have not evaluated our closed-loop approach extensively with real test
sequences, in part, because our adopted optical flow algorithm cannot handle large non-linear
photometric differences between the model and the camera image, and cannot handle strong
shadows. In addition, the estimated flow is currently used directly for screen-space registration
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(a) Frame 389
(b) Frame 758
(c) Frame 978
(d) Frame 1058
Figure 3.16: Comparisons between conventional open-loop registration (first column), closed-loop
registration by pose refinement using MBT with pixel-wise adjustments using FW-AR (second
column), and closed-loop registration with MBT & BW-AV (third column). The dragon, the square
& axes object and shadows are augmented.
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(a) Frame 0
(b) Frame 173
(c) Frame 376
(d) Frame 863
Figure 3.17: Comparison among open-loop registration using measured “ground-truth” pose (first
column), closed-loop registration by pose refinement only using MBT (second column), and closed-
loop registration by both pose refinement using MBT and per-pixel adjustments using BW-AV (third
column). The square & axes object and shadows are augmented.
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error minimization. It could be improved with forward and backward cross-matching to prune
erroneous flow. Furthermore, the virtual object shape information provided by the G-buffer can be
used to enhance the flow to make it respect the virtual object boundaries in FW-AR.
3.2.7 Conclusion
Our closed-loop approach has its roots in conventional control theory, where one attempts
to use available measurements to estimate and control the “hidden” internal state of a complex
system. A typical approach is to iteratively estimate the system state using analytical process
models, predict the measurements using the state estimates, compute an “error” (difference) signal
between the predicted and actual measurements, and then feed some version of that error signal
back to the state estimator to minimize the (apparent) error. When one has prior knowledge about
the likely structure of the error signal, one should tailor the feedback to maximize the effectiveness
of that prior knowledge.
In our AR application of this closed-loop paradigm, the real-virtual registration error signal
is derived from rendered images of the real object models and real images from the camera, and we
know certain properties of the structure of that signal. For example, we know pose-related errors
will be related to the geometry of the scene. In addition, errors associated with certain static
image-related parameters, e.g., radial distortion, will cause consistent misregistration, if not
corrected.
Our closed-loop approach is designed to leverage this prior knowledge. We employ
model-based tracking (MBT or RE-MBT) to minimize misregistration associated with erroneous
camera pose, and optical flow techniques to measure and minimize for pixel-wise artifacts arising
from both known error sources, e.g., uncorrected pose errors, and unknown error sources such as
lens distortion and object deformation. Though our approach does have some limitations, and the
absolute accuracy of the refined pose and pixel-wise adjustments are not guaranteed, we believe
that the relative real-virtual registration accuracy and image consistency afforded by our automatic
refinement can offer an effective means for perceived accuracy and stability.
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3.2.8 Future Work
Looking ahead, we have several enhancements in mind. For example, currently the
appearance of virtual object is enhanced using linear photometric compensation (gain and bias).
With dense per-pixel correspondence between the model and the camera image provided by the OF,
tone mapping (Knecht et al., 2011) could be employed to better compensate for differences in the
photometric spaces of the camera and the real model, making the rendered colors more closely
match those of the real camera.
The efficiency of both world- and screen-space registration error minimization methods
could be improved, in order to make the system real-time. Currently, the real model is re-rendered
with updated pose in every iteration in both MBT and RE-MBT. The rendering cost could be
reduced by rendering only once at the first iteration of each pyramid level and then using
post-rendering 3D warp (Mark et al., 1997) for subsequent iterations, as the pose change is small
across iterations in the same pyramid level. We could limit dense optical flow computation in
FW-AR only in the image regions of virtual objects rather than the entire image.
Currently our OF is used after MBT or RE-MBT, assuming they have solved any/all rigid
errors in the camera pose. That assumption might not be valid. We believe we could incorporate OF
into the closed-loop iterative refinement as well, aiming to jointly minimize the optical flow
Pixel-wise 
correction
Pose 
correction
Model
correction
Calibration 
correction
Figure 3.18: Full misregistration minimization loop.
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between the camera and model images, while simultaneously minimizing camera pose errors.
Furthermore, based on the history of pose errors and flow fields, we could detect structured
geometric error sources, such as errors in calibration and modeling. In this way, we could fully
“close the loop”, as shown in Figure 3.18. Errors in calibration and modeling are relatively difficult
to detect in a single frame so the outer loop does not necessarily need to run in every frame. Once
these structured errors are minimized, they will typically not occur again.
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CHAPTER 4: LOW-LATENCY TEMPORAL REGISTRATION
Among all error sources, system latency is the largest single source of registration error in
existing AR systems, outweighing all others combined (Holloway, 1997a). In this chapter, I present
low-latency temporal registration, which employs fine-grained render-display processing to
minimize both apparent latency in rendering and absolute latency in display. The apparent latency
in rendering could be minimized by a cascade of successively simpler and faster renders, each of
which responds to tracking data, in the spirit of just-in-time rendering (Section 2.3.2.2). The
absolute latency in display is minimized by a new image generation approach which operates at the
maximum internal switching rate of the display. This new image generation approach is
experimentally demonstrated with a bench-top Optical See-Through AR (OST-AR)
proof-of-concept prototype that uses a Digital Light Processing (DLP™) projector whose Digital
Micromirror Device (DMD) imaging chip is directly controlled by a computer, similar to the way
random access memory is controlled.
This chapter substantially replicates the peer-reviewed paper “Minimizing Latency for
Augmented Reality Displays: Frames Considered Harmful” published at IEEE International
Symposium on Mixed and Augmented Reality (ISMAR) in 2014 (Paper 3, co-authored with
Turner Whitted, Anselmo Lastra, Peter Lincoln, Andrei State, Andrew Maimone, and Henry Fuchs).
4.1 Latency in Optical See-Through AR
In the past several decades, AR has been shown to be useful in a variety of areas, such as
medicine, manufacturing, maintenance, navigation and telepresence. Many of these may further
benefit from head-worn, eyeglass-style displays, which are currently evolving rapidly (Microsoft,
2015; Epson, 2014; Vuzix, 2013). These displays optically combine the computer-generated image
with the user’s direct view of the surroundings (“optical see-through”), in contrast to smartphone-
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Figure 4.1: Simulation of latency for surgery application with AR overlay (organs). Images show
scalpel location (green) and corresponding location of augmented overlay that should appear under
scalpel (red). The displacement of the augmented imagery is due to the latency of tracked head
movement for a head moving at a moderate speed of 50◦/sec with imagery at arms length (60 cm).
Left: 100 ms latency, typical of an ordinary AR system. Middle: 50 ms latency, typical of an AR
system designed for low latency. Right: 1 ms latency, the expected performance.
and tablet-based AR applications, which combine the computer-generated image with video
imagery (“video see-through”). For head-worn displays, optical see-through with its direct and
unprocessed view of the surroundings is desirable and likely indispensable for extended use.
However, it comes at a cost; unlike video see-through displays, which allow synchronization of real
and virtual images by deliberately delaying the video stream, OST-AR must present synthetic
imagery at the speed of “reality” to keep virtual and real objects aligned. Hence it must rely on
minimal latency or on prediction techniques when computing synthetic imagery (Rolland and
Fuchs, 2000).
The latency in today’s AR systems, even those optimized for low latency, often exceeds
mere annoyance or distraction, and often makes optical see-through unusable. An example is
shown in Figure 4.1. The negative effect is not limited to the magnitude of the offset between the
intended and the achieved location of the computer-generated object, but also the change in the
offset as a function of time—the synthetic object appearing to “slosh” or “swim” about the real
scene (Holloway, 1997a). While predictive tracking can significantly reduce the misalignment
between synthetic and real imagery, errors are still present, especially during rapid changes in head
pose (Azuma, 1995; Welch et al., 1999).
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Unfortunately, latency accumulates throughout all the components of an AR system
(tracking, application, rendering, scanout, display). This chapter concentrates on the latency in the
image scanout and display itself.
Today’s most common display technologies (LCD, OLED, DMD) form images through
various methods of controlling light: spatially, temporally, and in terms of wavelength (or even
polarization). Historically, and until today, these capabilities have been internally “managed” by
device designers, while end users have been limited to common display interfaces (VGA, DVI,
HDMI). While these interfaces allow plug-and-play flexibility, they impose certain restrictions that
are difficult to work around. Specifically, this abstract layer is derived from the raster scan method
(developed in the late 1930s for Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) television sets), which scanning pixels
out from the graphics card to the display left-to-right in a series of horizontal scanlines from top to
bottom (Whitton, 1984), so it introduces almost an entire video frame of latency in the display
device itself. In addition, with DMDs, color imagery is almost always delivered via
frame-sequential display—e.g., all pixels of the red channel displayed simultaneously, then all
pixels of the blue channel, then all pixels of the green channel. Therefore, a display device has to
receive an entire image before it can start to display even the first pixel of that image.
Even on simpler devices, such as a CRTs, the display of the bottom of the image occurs
much later than the display of the top of the image. Raster scan is inherently unsuited for
low-latency applications, unless scanout is performed at very high rates, which tends to cause
memory access and high-power utilization issues.
Therefore, we advocate “de-abstracting” this display interface layer and exposing the
technology underneath to the image-generation process. This will permit the image generation
processors to “get closer” to the control of the photons in the display, achieving dramatically lower
overall latencies.
4.2 General Approach
We minimize latency by updating selected parts of the displayed image—those that require
the most change—instead of the complete image. Updating arbitrary individual pixels is generally
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Tracker
20 kHz
Renderer
20 Hz
Post-Rendering 3D Warp
200 Hz
2D Warp
2 kHz
Color + Depth
(> Disp. Res.)
Color
(> Disp. Res.)
3D rotation + 
3D translation
3D rotation + 
3D translation
2D rotation + 
2D translation
2D Offset
20 kHz
2D translation
Difference
Estimation
Desired Image
(= Disp. Res.)
Color
(> Disp. Res.)
User Perception
Estimation
User Perceived Image
(= Disp. Res.)
Display
Update
Display Image (= Disp. Res.)
Low-Latency Display 
Image Generation
Figure 4.2: End-to-end low-latency AR pipeline. While the whole approach comprises many stages,
each operating faster than the prior stage, our current prototype implements only the low-latency
display image generation stages (in the dashed rectangle). “Disp. Res.” is short for “Display
Resolution”. The thickness of arrow lines between stages indicates the amount of data being
transfered. Note that all the frequencies are estimated.
not feasible; ideally, we would update small groups of pixels in parallel at a bandwidth as high or
higher than current full-frame bandwidth. This leads to higher update rates, albeit of smaller
display regions. While no currently available display accommodates this update mode, we propose
a broad framework for the ideal device and then specialize the algorithm for an existing one.
The goal of this algorithm is—at every update of the display—to bring the image that is
perceived by the viewer closer to an estimate of the latest true image, as determined by the tracker.
We call this estimate of the true image the Desired Image. Producing the Desired Image by
conventional rendering would be challenging at the rates at which we want to update the display,
which is on the order of tens of thousands of updates per second. We propose rendering from
polygons (or other primitives) at as high an update rate as a GPU can produce, and then computing
a 3D warp from two nearby rendered images (Mark et al., 1997) to approximate the desired image.
If a 3D warp at the desired update rate is not possible, then adding another, computationally less
expensive approximation with a 2D warp is a possibility. Thus we have a sequence of rendering
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steps (see Figure 4.2), each computationally less demanding and updating at a faster rate than the
previous one. We aim to achieve through this mechanism a total rendering latency of under 0.1ms.
(Note that our prototype does not fully implement this rendering pipeline. It is introduced for the
integrity of discussion.)
We must also maintain an estimate of what the user perceives. Since the display is updating
very rapidly, the estimate of the perceived image must be an integral of what the viewer has seen
over a short period of time in the past. We call this the User Perceived Image. Abstractly, the
algorithm works as follows.
1. Query the tracker and produce the Desired Image.
2. Create an Error Image from the Desired Image and the User Perceived Image.
3. In the Error Image, select the area with the most error.
4. Update the selected display region to reduce the error.
5. Update the User Perceived Image.
6. Loop to step 1.
The Error Image may be as simple as a per-pixel difference, or alternatively a perceptual
metric. The display update step is heavily dependent on the capabilities of the target device. For
example, the device that we have been using (see Section 4.3) can instantaneously display only
binary images, and forms continuous-tone images by pulse-width modulation.
4.3 The DMD as a Low-Latency Display
The most accessible display technology for our approach is the digital micro-mirror device
(DMD) manufactured by Texas Instruments as Digital Light Processing (DLP™). Low level, rapid
display using DMDs has been demonstrated by numerous groups (Raskar et al., 1998; McDowall
and Bolas, 2005; Jones et al., 2009). We used the TI Discovery 4100 Development Kit (Texas
Instruments, 2013b) with a DLP7000 (Texas Instruments, 2013a) DMD chip capable of displaying
1024× 768 pixels.
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To construct a low-latency image generation pipeline with this DMD device, we assume a
high-speed tracker that can deliver the user pose with 1.5ms of latency (only slightly faster than the
current Oculus Rift tracker (Luckey, 2013)), and a renderer that can generate the Desired Image for
that user pose with 0.1ms latency, as discussed in Section 4.2. These leave a display latency budget
of 0.4ms if we are not to exceed the perceptual floor of 2ms (Jota et al., 2013; Ng et al., 2012).
4.3.1 DMD Chip Basics
A DMD chip is primarily a random access memory device with an array of deformable
mirrors. The 2D memory on the chip is split into two buffers, each with single-bit-sized elements:
one buffer that the processor can write into (the “back buffer”) and one buffer which controls each
pixel’s mirror (the “front buffer”). To copy from the back buffer to the front buffer, the processor
must assert a Mirror Clocking Pulse (MCP). On the DLP7000, the controlling processor can assert
this pulse at any time, though it operates on one, two, or four blocks of 48 rows each, or on the
whole array simultaneously. This DMD cannot accept another MCP while processing a prior MCP
for 4.5 µs, and it cannot accept updates to any buffer (front or back) on a block undergoing an MCP
for 12.5 µs, after which the mirrors of that block will have stabilized. This combination of back
buffer writes and MCPs allows pipelining of buffer updates and mirror commits. Since the pixel
clock for this DMD is maximally 400MHz, and one row requires 16 cycles, this means that an
entire block is written in (16× 48)/(400MHz) = 1.92 µs. Note that the MCP cycle time is 4.5 µs,
longer than a single block update; as a result, it is more efficient to update two or four blocks
between MCPs.
Therefore, with this DMD chip, the maximum latency from the start of memory writes to
photon output for a single block (i.e. assert an MCP for one block only) is 14.42 µs, which supports
our target latency of 0.4 ms for the entire frame (16 blocks).
4.3.2 Standard DMD Projector Basics
Typical DMD projectors uniformly illuminate the entire mirror array. Controlling each
pixel’s mirror deflection angle between the two powered states causes the light to either exit the
projector (On) or hit an absorbing baffle (Off). The intensity of light that a user perceives at a given
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Algorithm 3: Low-latency binary projector image generation
Denote Desired Image as Id, User Perceived Image as Iu, Error Image as Ie, and Binary
Projector Image as Ip
for every pixel x at time t do
Compute I tu(x) = 4
∑t′=t−1
t′=t−64 I
t′
p (x)− 1
Compute I te(x) = I
t
d(x)− I
t
u(x)
Compute I tp(x) =
{
1 if I te(x) > 0 or I
t
d(x) = 255
0 otherwise
pixel is simply a function of the percentage of time that the pixel’s mirror is in the On state. Given
an 8-bit intensity value, the duty cycle executed may take the form of different durations for each
bit. For example, to process one 8-bit value, the state of the most significant bit could control a
mirror for 1/2 of the frame time, the next bit for 1/4, . . . and the least significant bit for 1/256. This
basic mode supports only grayscale imagery. DMD projectors often provide color though
color-sequential methods, usually by spinning a color wheel in front of the light, or by alternating
among multiple illumination LEDs. While a single color is active, the controller executes the mirror
sequence for the intensities of that color. In this way, these projectors only emit one color at a time;
for a 60Hz projector, the colors may alternate at 180Hz.
These DMD projectors control the duty cycles of the mirrors based on the video input they
receive. Typically this input is supplied via a DVI, HDMI, VGA, or DisplayPort connection. All of
these connections supply video in a raster scan format, in which a complete frame arrives,
pixel-by-pixel, over a full frame time (e.g. 1/60 s). Since most DMD projectors feature a
color-sequential display and use pulse-width modulation to achieve varying intensities, they must
buffer a complete full-color frame before starting to load the DMD’s back buffer, resulting in a
latency of at least one frame time by the interface alone, which is much longer than would be
desirable for an optical see-through head-mounted display (HMD).
4.3.3 Low-Latency Custom DMD Projector
In order to reduce the latency between image production and display, one needs lower-level
control over the DMD projector than is afforded by a conventional video interface. Our
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experimental DLP7000 projector does not support color, so we describe here the algorithm for
generating grayscale images, which can be extended to support color (see Section 4.5).
Unfortunately, the DLP7000 only supports updating entire frames, rather than rows, blocks,
or small groups of pixels. It can update and display a full binary image at 22 727Hz (slightly over
44 µs per update). A custom controller could theoretically execute 4-block MCPs every 4.5 µs. If
certain blocks did not require updates (no change to the back buffer), then the entire image could be
updated with four 4-block MCPs in 4× 4.5 µs = 18 µs, or 2.5 times faster than on the experimental
projector. In many AR overlay applications, opportunities for partial-screen updates are frequent, as
virtual objects often do not cover the entire display.
As noted earlier, applying these specifications, capabilities, and limitations of a DMD leads
to a specialization of the abstract algorithm from Section 4.2, starting at step 3:
• Select Area with Greatest Error. For a custom controller using this DMD, the
selectable areas would be among the four 4-block regions of the array; however, with the
experimental projector controller, the only selectable area is the entire array.
• Update Display Region. While the desired image may have multiple intensity bits, the
DMD is limited to a single output bit per pixel: On or Off. This simplifies the output
decision based on the error: for each pixel, if the User Perceived Image is dimmer than
the Desired Image, turn on the pixel, otherwise turn it off.
• Update User Perceived Image. In order to generate each pixel of the new User
Perceived Image, we integrate over a selected number of the most recent Binary Projector
Images. We determined empirically that using the latest 64 binary frames is sufficient for
our experimental setup, though future user studies can refine the duration of this
integration window.
The DMD-specialized algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 3. As long as we can feed it
appropriate desired images at the DMD’s maximal load and pulse rate, we should be able to display
a smooth, low-latency, grayscale image stream.
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Figure 4.3: Experimental setup.
4.4 Experimental Results
The DLP7000 can rapidly update the entire DMD (rather than a subset of it) in 44 µs, for an
update rate of 22 727Hz (Texas Instruments, 2012). Alas, its host interface cannot transfer a binary
image in 44 µs, so in order to evaluate dynamic imagery in real time, we had to pre-calculate binary
images and pre-load them into the projector’s local RAM. This RAM has a capacity of 43 690
binary images, which corresponds to 1.92 s at the above update rate.
Figure 4.3 shows our experimental setup, with a proof-of-concept OST-AR display. In
addition to the DLP7000, we also used a conventional 60Hz DMD projector (a DLP Lightcrafter
version 2 (Texas Instruments, 2014)) for comparison. Either projector can frontally illuminate a flat
surface, or it can project onto a rear-projection panel viewed through a beam-splitter to provide
augmentation to a scene. We used a camera (iPhone5S, due to its ability to capture 720p imagery at
rates as high as 120Hz) to record a user’s monoscopic viewpoint. The target scene consists of a
rotating turntable, which can be moved either by hand, with its motion tracked by a shaft encoder,
or by a computer-controlled stepper motor. Objects such as a box or a pyramid are placed on the
platter to provide a moving scene to test the effectiveness of AR overlay and registration. This setup
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(a) Conventional 60Hz color display. Note that the
overlay is displaced significantly from the tip of the
pyramid.
(b) Experimental display at 1 kHz. Without the
need to operate at the maximum rate of 22 727Hz,
1 kHz is enough to show the benefit of using this
low-latency display.
Figure 4.4: AR registration of a moving object (pyramid). These frames were filmed by a 120Hz
camera through a beam splitter (see Figure 4.3).
is analogous to, but simpler to control experimentally than a tracked HMD user. In particular, we
can take advantage of a very-low-latency tracker with controlled, repeatable motion.
4.4.1 Experiment 1: Latency
Our first experiment compared the latency of the conventional 60Hz DMD projector with
that of the low-latency experimental DLP7000. A simple three-axis cursor was positioned in 3D
space at the tip of the physical pyramid model on the turntable. This cursor was rendered for each
projector and for each rotational position of the platter, at intervals of 1/3°. The platter’s position
was tracked by a shaft encoder and the appropriate image was displayed as soon as a shaft encoder
pulse was received. The pulse is input to the DLP7000 via a 1-bit pin; thus only unidirectional
random motion is supported, while there is no such limitation for the conventional projector.
Figure 4.4 shows the results for conventional and experimental projectors as the user rotated the
turntable at a maximum rate of 2/3Hz. As expected, the conventional projector’s image lagged
noticeably behind its intended location at the tip of the pyramid; the experimental projector’s cursor
remained registered.
4.4.2 Experiment 2: Low-Latency Grayscale Imagery Using Binary Image Generation
In the second experiment, we projected a rotating grayscale test pattern (see Figure 4.5 (a))
containing a combination of text, lines, gradients and photos. The resulting set of Binary Projector
Images was displayed at full speed in a continuous 360° loop so the results could be examined
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(a) Original Test Pattern. Photos
from Wikimedia Commons:
“‘Leaving home’ Statue in
Ningbo” ©Siyuwj; “Client Advi-
sory Team Photo” ©Mshannon,
both CC-BY-SA-3.0 / GFDL.
(b) Projected using a conven-
tional grayscale DMD projector.
Note that the image is generally
sharp within each consecutive
frame, though these two frames
are distinctly visible, which re-
sults in jumpy motion.
(c) Projected using experimental
projector. Note that the center of
the image is sharper while the out-
side edges are more blurred (no
distinct frames are visible), which
results in smooth motion.
Figure 4.5: A frame of the rotating pattern from (a) projected onto a flat surface and captured with
a 120Hz camera, (b), (c). The pattern rotates at a constant rate of 360 °/s.
visually. As expected, the imagery was rotating smoothly, exhibiting increased motion blur near the
edges of the spinning test pattern and very little motion blur near the center. No artifacts were
observed. Figure 4.6 shows a selection of frames from this experiment: Desired Images, Integrated
Perceived Images, Error Images, and Binary Projector Images. Figure 4.5 and the accompanying
video1 show the observed dynamic results.
4.4.3 Experiment 3: AR Imagery on Moving Object
Since our experimental projector requires pre-loaded (and therefore pre-computed) binary
images, the real-life bidirectional motion of the object in this third experiment must be known in
advance. Therefore, instead of moving turntable and object by hand unidirectionally, we moved it
with a PC-controlled stepper motor, through a predefined series of angular positions, in both
directions and at varying speeds. Figure 4.8 shows one such motion profile covering the experiment
pictured in Figure 4.7. The sequence lasted 1.92 s, during which 43 690 binary images were
displayed.
1http://youtu.be/dBFdBm9Ab9E
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Figure 4.6: Sample images used by our algorithm when displaying a rotating test pattern with the
experimental low-latency projector. The pattern (see Figure 4.5 (a)) rotates at 360 °/s to produce the
Desired Images. For clarity, a border has been added to each image.
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(a) t ≈ 0.78 s: The cube is idle, though shaking (not
intended, due to mechanical instability).
(b) t ≈ 1.53 s: The cube is rotating quickly (ω ≈
240 °/s.)
Figure 4.7: The cube—with AR augmentation—rotates on a computer-controlled motion platform.
These images were recorded from the approximately calibrated viewpoint by a 120Hz camera
filming through the beam splitter (see Figure 4.3). Due to preliminary calibration inaccuracies, the
virtual texture overlay is not registered to the real box indicated by the bright red and yellow wire
frame (see Figure 4.3). It is important to note that this experiment is used to evaluate visual quality,
not latency.
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Figure 4.8: The rotation motion path used. The two dots along the curve indicate the time instants
shown in Figure 4.7.
It is important to note that this experiment evaluates visual quality, not latency or
registration. Note in Figure 4.7 and in the accompanying video1 that the imagery is sharp when the
cube is still, and is appropriately motion-blurred when the cube is moving rapidly.
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4.5 Conclusion
The proposed low-latency image generation algorithm produces visually pleasing results.
Rapid updates decrease or eliminate the “swimming” artifacts induced by latency, and the imagery
shown by our proposed display is more natural and resembles motion blur, which is more
acceptable to viewers. Without the current hardware’s limitations, we expect even better results
because we could prioritize updates on portions of the display, rather than updating the full binary
DMD array as shown.
We believe that to achieve low-latency in displays, we must abandon full-frame updates,
which necessarily induce excessive latency (unless the update rates are extremely high). This means
that we must also move away from the frame-based legacy display interfaces that are modeled on
decades-old CRT technology.
In addition, the proposed end-to-end low-latency AR pipeline and the low-latency
image-generation algorithm can be readily applied to projector-based SAR and VST-AR, as they
are not tied to optical see-through displays.
4.6 Future Work
We will next focus on developing a real-time display by designing custom hardware to
control the DMD directly, bypassing limitations of the current control hardware. The
implementation will be on a high-performance FPGA, with a high degree of parallelism. Our
Binary Projector Image generation algorithm is easy to parallelize and can be implemented as a
fixed-function pipeline with simple integer math. It requires little memory as it involves only a
small number of most recent projected images and two grayscale images (one integrated Perceived
Image and one Desired Image).
As the bandwidth required to drive the DMD is very high, the control circuitry must be
physically close to the DMD chip. We expect to supply images from a GPU to the controller (in
pairs and with depth, to enable 3D warping (Mark et al., 1997)) over a conventional video interface,
such as DVI (Stoll et al., 2001). Additionally, tracking data must be transmitted. The display
controller should include circuitry to warp the received images (see Figure 4.2) to produce the
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Desired Images at high rates, as well as to compute the Perceived and Error Images at the same
speeds. This direct rapid control may reduce latency as well as power consumption, and may result
in higher image quality.
Extension to color images, via an approach similar to frame-sequential color, appears
straightforward. We expect the next experimental projector to have three colored light sources, for
instance red, green and blue LEDs. Switching between color channels could occur either at every
update, perhaps every 50 µs, or less frequently if the system were to support mirror changes by
blocks, as expected.
Longer-term plans include investigation of other display types that can be updated rapidly
and are suitable for head-worn displays. Finally, we plan to research approaches to a low-latency
equivalent of a device-independent interface, analogous to HDMI or DisplayPort for conventional
displays. This would be an abstract interface to be used between a device-independent low-latency
renderer and a renderer-independent low-latency display, enabling more of the proposed algorithm
to be implemented in a GPU.
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CHAPTER 5: FUTURE WORK
There are many future research directions that could be explored beyond the work presented
in this dissertation. Section 5.1 discusses possibilities related to closed-loop registration for
OST-AR, while Section 5.2 presents ideas for combing closed-loop and low-latency registration.
Finally, Section 5.3 presents the idea of designing custom virtual or physical-virtual fiducials for
closed-loop registration in SAR. The custom fiducials can be designed to elicit desirable optical
signals that directly indicate any error in the relative pose between the physical and projected
virtual objects.
5.1 Closed-Loop Optical See-Through AR
In OST-AR, though latency is the most important error source, geometric error sources
alone can result in significant registration errors. Compared to VST-AR and SAR, OST-AR with
optical see-through head-worn displays (OST-HWD) has stricter registration requirements as the
“screen” displaying the virtual imagery is physically much closer to user’s eyes, and the real
imagery moves with no delay. OST-AR system calibration, in particular eye-tracker-display
calibration, is more prone to errors, as user interaction (e.g., point-and-click) is usually required.
This is needed because the system does not know what the user’s eye observes.
Also, due to the lack of retinal access, it is currently impossible to acquire digital
measurements of the output registration. Until an OST-AR system is capable of measuring output
registration as digital images, the methods presented in Chapter 3 cannot be applied. Therefore, to
“close the loop” in the user-perceived augmented imagery in OST-AR, we should include the user in
the loop, ideally without the user knowing it. Previous work by McGarrity et al. (2001) required the
user to indicate the projection of a perceived object on a planar measurement device in order to
quantify registration errors prior to real usage. It may be extended as an online closed-loop
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approach by using application-embedded interactions, instead of a designated separate task. For
example, an OST-AR application may need to take a user’s finger input for icon selection. We
could overlay the virtual icon onto some real object with known 3D position and measure the offset
between the user’s finger and the icon. In this way, the system can determine the error between
user-perceived icon position (i.e., finger position) and the system-output icon position (i.e., the
underlying real object position). 3D position measurements can be easily acquired using depth
sensors, which are standard equipment in new optical see-through head-worn glasses, e.g.,
SpaceGlasses (Meta, 2014) and HoloLens (Microsoft, 2015).
A more interesting and promising direction in measuring registration imperceptibly or even
densely is using corneal imaging (Nishino and Nayar, 2004b, 2006). A corneal imaging system is a
catadioptric (mirror + lens) imaging system, consisting of the cornea of an eye, which is the
reflector, and a camera viewing the eye. It has been shown that corneal imaging can be used for
gaze estimation (Nakazawa and Nitschke, 2012), display-camera calibration (Nitschke et al.,
2009b,a), environment map computation from a single image (Nishino and Nayar, 2004a) or several
images for super-resolution (Nitschke and Nakazawa, 2012), 3D reconstruction (Nishino and Nayar,
2004b, 2006), and more recently OST-HWD-eye calibration (Plopski et al., 2015). Therefore, we
could use corneal imaging to densely measure the resulting user-observed registration. Additionally,
an OST-HWD with rigidly attached eye-viewing camera(s) could offer several advantages for AR:
1. With the estimated eye gaze, the system has the knowledge of what the real and/or virtual
object the user is viewing at, which is useful for user interaction and registration
refinement towards the specific object (e.g., using the proposed RE-MBT, introduced
in Section 3.2.1.2).
2. With the estimated environment map, which provides the illumination of the real scene
with respect to the eye, the system could perform photometric real-virtual registration, i.e.,
rendering virtual objects consistent with the illumination of the real scene (Nishino and
Nayar, 2004a).
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3. The OST-HWD, eye(s), and eye-viewing camera(s), could be calibrated together
automatically, by combining automatic display-camera calibration through the camera
(Nitschke et al., 2009b,a) and automatic display-eye calibration through the eye (Itoh and
Klinker, 2014; Plopski et al., 2015).
Another possible direction in registration measurement is through Brain Computer Interface
(BCI). In the visual domain, brain imaging methodologies have revealed a wealth of information
that can be derived from neural processes associated with stimulus presentation. As described
by Lance et al. (2012), neuroimaging techniques can show that the brain is processing visual
information, when that processing is taking place, and can also give insights into the nature of the
processing: where in the visual field a particular stimulus is located, when it was perceived, whether
the stimulus was stationary or moving, whether an image (or mental image of that image) was a
face or a place, and can even provide a partial decoding of a specific image or video. Therefore, we
may be able to detect misregistration-related brain signals or even recover what the user is
observing as digital images.
5.2 Combing Closed-Loop and Low-Latency Registration
Compared to open-loop registration, closed-loop registration may introduce additional
computational delays. For example, in our global-local misregistration minimization method,
model-based tracking and dense optical flow are relatively computationally intensive. Efficient
algorithms can be used to reduce computational delays (Section 3.2.8).
In addition, using faster sensors can help. This can be explained by the relationship between
speed and simplicity described by Bishop (1984):
If the frame rate is fast, consecutive images will be only a little different. Small image
changes can be tracked with a simple algorithm. This simple algorithm can be
implemented with small circuitry. The small circuitry lets a single chip hold the
complete sensor, both imaging and image processing. Such implementation allows
each sensor to be fast because all high-bandwidth communication is done on-chip. The
small size also allows many independent sensors to be placed into the small sensor
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cluster. This cyclic relationship can spiral up as the design is iterated, wither faster and
simpler operations, or down, with slower and more complex operation.
Though the above describes the cyclic relationship between speed and simplicity for tracking, it can
also be applied to closed-loop registration. With faster sensors, tracking can be easier and more
accurate, hence small registration errors. Small registration errors can be minimized by simpler and
faster closed-loop methods.
Furthermore, closed-loop registration is not necessarily required to run in every frame and
in the same thread or processor as the low-latency registration pipeline. Many structured error
sources, e.g., errors in calibration and modeling, are hard to detect or minimize in a single frame. It
may require several frames to gather enough data. Once these structured registration errors are
minimized they will typically not occur again. Therefore, closed-loop registration could run in a
separate thread or processor, providing delayed adjustments to slowly changing error signals. As a
step further, we could apply closed-loop registration in a fine-grained and just-in-time way, similar
to the proposed end-to-end low-latency pipeline (Figure 4.2). For example, if optical distortion (a
type of calibration errors) in display is detected, we can apply computed adjustments in both the
display (ensure the current image to be displayed is adjusted) and the renderer (ensure all
subsequent images are rendered with counter-distortions to compensate the display distortion).
Finally, we could make registration errors easier to detect and minimize by injecting
artificial signals into virtual and/or real objects, ideally making the error signal self-correcting. In
this way, minimal processing will be needed for closed-loop registration (error detection and
minimization). This method could be useful for projector-based Spatial AR, in which the real
object and the projected virtual object coexist in the same physical space. It is described in detail in
the following section.
5.3 Physical-Virtual Fiducials for Closed-Loop Projector-Based Spatial AR
As a future research direction, I propose to “close the loop” in the displayed appearance in
SAR for both static and dynamic scenes using custom physical-virtual fiducials or only virtual
fiducials. For physical-virtual fiducials, the goal is to design pairs of fiducials comprising (1)
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Misregistered up
Misregistered
to 135⁰ Misregisteredto 45⁰
Misregistered
to 225⁰ Misregisteredto 315⁰
Correction loop
Yellow dot as part of the 
object (physical fiducial)
Magenta Red
Camera image
(a) (b)
Besides color, we could also use texture, geometry…
Projected magenta dot
(virtual fiducial)
Figure 5.1: Conceptual diagram showing using physical and virtual appearance to achieve closed-
loop registration for 2D translational motion in SAR. (a) shows the various components in the
registration feedback-correction loop. Note that a yellow object reflects both red and green light
while it absorbs blue light, and magenta light is a mixture of red light and blue light in equal
intensities. Therefore, if the projected magenta dot is perfectly registered to the yellow physical dot,
the combined dot shows red color. (b) shows the registered and misregistered appearance of the
optical combination of the physical and virtual. It is easy to determine from the combined color
patterns whether and how the physical and virtual are misregistered. Besides color, we could also
use other attributes such as texture and geometry for physical-virtual fiducial design.
physical fiducials affixed directly onto the physical objects and (2) virtual fiducials projected to lie
on top of the physical fiducials such that the combined appearance of the physical and virtual
fiducials provides optical signals that directly indicate error in the relative pose between the
physical and virtual objects. As a step further, using only custom virtual fiducials which adapt to
physical attributes of real objects can also produce similar misregistration-responsive and
-correcting optical signal. This optical error signal could be comprised of geometry (e.g., curvature,
volume, and area) and/or surface characteristics (e.g., color, texture, and BRDF) in easily
identifiable patterns. With the use of such fiducials, SAR systems can be capable of automatically
and continuously sensing and minimizing registration errors.
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Figure 5.2: Target under different lighting directions. Source: Matusik et al. (2009).
5.3.1 Error Signal Appearance
We use camera as the sensor for closed-loop registration. As a result, the appearance of
registration error signals is comprised of intensity and color values. We could design
physical-virtual fiducials to show error signals of specific intensity or color values for different
6DOF pose errors. Such error signals can be directly read out with minimal image processing. The
Agam fiducial (Bruckstein et al., 2000) uses intensity as immediate and unique labeling of the
viewing direction. Figure 5.1 shows a simple conceptual example of physical-virtual fiducials using
color as the error signal. In addition, error signals using intensity or color can be measured by
sensors other than cameras, such as photometers and RGB color sensors.
Error signals could use attributes other than intensity and color, such as gradient, frequency
and even reflectance effects. For example, Tanaka et al. (2012) used black bars in moire patterns to
determine out-of-plane rotations. Figure 5.2 shows an object surface having spatially-varying
BRDF that gives different reflectance effects under different light directions (Matusik et al., 2009).
5.3.2 Physical-Virtual Fiducial Design
The goal is to design physical-virtual fiducials to exhibit desirable optical error signals that
directly indicate the error in the relative 6DOF pose between the physical and projected virtual
objects. And the fiducials should cause minimal degradation to the final user imagery and become
imperceptible when registered.
To design such fiducials, we need to identify parameters that define the appearance of
physical-virtual fiducials, as well as design constraints. Then we can build an optimizer to produce
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Figure 5.3: Parameter space for designing physical-virtual fiducials.
physical-virtual fiducials with desirable properties, considering both adjustable parameters and
constraints.
5.3.2.1 Parameter Space
The appearance of physical and virtual fiducials is determined by their geometry and
surface properties.
• Geometry properties include but not limited to curvature, volume and area. They
describe the shape of a physical or virtual fiducial. The fiducial can be planar or
non-planar, and smooth or non-smooth, e.g., sphere, cube, or prism.
• Surface properties include but not limited to color, texture, reflectance and material.
Color describes the light absorbency properties of an object. Texture describes the spatial
variation on an object surface. Reflectance describes the fraction of incident radiation
reflected by a surface, e.g., diffuse, specular, or BRDF in general. Material attributes
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include transparency and translucency, describing the physical property of allowing light
to pass through the object.
These properties are summarized in Figure 5.3, forming the parameter space for designing
physical-virtual fiducials.
5.3.2.2 Design Constraints
Constraints on designing physical-virtual fiducials are specified as follows:
• Responsiveness. The fiducials should give an obvious error signal to the system when the
real and virtual are misregistered.
• Imperceptibility. The fiducials should give no error signal when the real and virtual are
registered.
• Uniqueness. The error signal should relate to the pose error as a one-to-one mapping, i.e.,
from one error signal, we can uniquely tell the corresponding pose error, and vice versa.
• Complexity. The error signal should require minimal computational load to detect and
correct in order to run in real-time.
Mathematically, the error signal can be simply expressed as:
E(pˆ) = R(pr)mod V (pv) (5.1)
pˆ = pr − pv (5.2)
and some expressible constraints are
E(pˆ) 6= 0, if pˆ 6= 0 (Responsiveness constraint) (5.3)
E(pˆ) = 0, if pˆ = 0 (Imperceptibility constraint) (5.4)
f : pˆ→ E and f−1 : E → pˆ (Uniqueness constraint) (5.5)
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Figure 5.4: Optimization framework for designing physical-virtual fiducial pairs and custom virtual
fiducials.
where E denotes the optically combined error signal measured by some sensor, R is the physical
fiducial/signal, V is the virtual fiducial/signal, andmod is the modulation operator representing the
modulation between the projector light and object surface; pr and pv are vectors denoting 6DOF
pose of the physical and virtual respectively, and pˆ is the difference of pr and pv, i.e., the relative
pose error.
5.3.2.3 Optimization Setup
Driven by the constraints of the error signal, we can then optimize for the geometry and
surface parameters of the fiducials. The optimization scheme is shown in Figure 5.4. Geometry and
surface parameters are input to the optimizer, which produces pairs of physical-virtual fiducials as
output. For custom virtual fiducials, useful natural attributes of physical objects need to be first
extracted and then fed to the optimizer as input to determine the optimal parameters of the
corresponding virtual fiducial. The design of the optimizer is the main challenge due to strict
constraints and to the large degrees of freedom in both the parameter space and the solution space.
It remains to be explored what the optimizer is.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION
This thesis is motivated by “the last mile” of registration in AR, which refers to the delivery
of spatially and temporally registered augmented imagery to the end user. Results of this thesis
work show that “the last mile” can benefit greatly from both fine-grained render-display processing
and closed-loop real-virtual adaptation. Let us review the major points and contributions presented
in this dissertation.
6.1 Closed-Loop Spatial Registration
In Chapter 3, I presented closed-loop spatial registration for minimizing registration errors
caused by geometric errors, i.e., errors in calibration, tracking, and modeling. A global-local
closed-loop registration framework is introduced for minimizing both rigid and nonrigid registration
errors using a reference model composed of a model of the real scene and the desired virtual
augmentations. Registration errors are minimized in both global world space via camera pose
refinement, and local screen space via pixel-wise corrections, resulting in pixel-accurate registration.
Contribution 1. For projector-based Spatial AR, I proposed model-based registration
(MBR) as a global closed-loop registration method. It combines tracking and augmentation for the
purpose of registration in a more compact closed-loop framework without using an extra step for
correction. I also presented a simple but effective method for extending MBR to video see-through
AR (VST-AR), named E-MBR, by digitally simulating the “projection” using linear image
operations. It has been experimentally proved that E-MBR achieves better registration accuracy
compared to a popular open-loop approach.
Contribution 2. For VST-AR, I proposed both global world-space and local screen-space
misregistration minimization methods, which are integrated into an effective closed-loop
registration framework. While E-MBR is proved to be mathematically equivalent to the
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conventional model-based tracking (MBT) for pose refinement, it can be used as a good
visualization tool for showing the iterative registration error minimization process. The major
drawback of E-MBR and MBT is that they minimize pose errors rather than registration errors,
which is harmful when the model being used is wrong. To cope with that, I proposed
registration-enforcing model-based tracking (RE-MBT) which incorporates the important
real-virtual association information—that is, we typically know, as prior information, which real
object in the scene the virtual object should be registered to. With the use of the real-virtual
association information, RE-MBT can guide pose refinement towards better registration, even in the
presence of rigid modeling errors.
Contribution 3. As a subsequent step after pose refinement, I introduced local
screen-space registration correction in order to deal with the remaining errors, which can be rigid
(e.g., uncorrected pose errors) or nonrigid (e.g., radial distortion). It works by computing the
per-pixel displacement (i.e., optical flow) between the camera image and the model image rendered
with the refined pose, and using the per-pixel displacement field to directly correct misregistration
in screen space. The “screen space” can be equivalent to the real camera image space
(forward-warping augmented reality, or FW-AR) or the virtual camera image space
(backward-warping augmented virtuality, or BW-AV).
Our closed-loop approaches for SAR and VST-AR are optimal for visual registration as we
minimize a cost function of misregistration. The stability is also guaranteed if the cost function is
minimized.
6.2 Low-Latency Temporal Registration
In Chapter 4, I presented low-latency temporal registration for minimizing temporal
registration errors caused by system latency. I introduced a low-latency rendering pipeline which
employs a cascade of successively simpler and faster renderers. Each renderer can respond to the
latest tracking data. This approach is motivated by just-in-time rendering (Section 2.3.2.2).
Contribution 4. The major contribution in this chapter was a new image generation
approach for low-latency displays such as those needed in head-worn AR devices. The new
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approach has been demonstrated with a bench-top OST-AR proof-of-concept prototype that uses
DLP™ DMD projector. It has been shown that a perceptually-continuous-tone dynamic gray-scale
image can be efficiently composed from a very rapid succession of binary (partial) images, each
calculated from the continuous-tone image generated with the most recent tracking data. As the
DMD projects only a binary image at any moment, it cannot instantly display this latest
continuous-tone image, and conventional decomposition of a continuous-tone image into binary
time-division-multiplexed values would induce just the latency we seek to avoid. Instead, the
proposed approach maintains an estimate of the image the user currently perceives, and at every
opportunity allowed by the control circuitry, sets each binary DMD pixel to the value that will
reduce the difference between that user-perceived image and the newly generated image from the
latest tracking data. This approach allows a DMD projector to display grayscale images at its
internally maximum switching rate, reducing the latency in DMD projectors to the minimum. The
resulting displayed binary image is “neither here nor there,” but always approaches the moving
target that is the constantly changing desired image, even when that image changes every 50 µs. We
have compared our experimental results to imagery from a conventional DLP projector with similar
internal speeds, and have demonstrated that AR overlays on a moving object are more effective
with this kind of low-latency display device than with displays of a similar speed that use a
conventional video interface.
6.3 Future Possibilities
In Chapter 5, I introduced several future directions that could be explored beyond the work
presented in this dissertation. One important direction is to “close the loop” in the user-perceived
augmented imagery in OST-AR. To cope with the problem of registration measurement in OST-AR
due to the lack of retinal access, we could imperceptibly include the user in the loop by using
application-embedded interactions for sparse misregistration quantification, or corneal imaging or
even brain imaging for dense recovery of the augmented imagery.
Another important direction is to combine closed-loop spatial registration and low-latency
temporal registration. The computational delay introduced by closed-loop registration (registration
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sensing, error detection and minimization) could be reduced by using efficient algorithms as well as
faster sensors. We could also decouple closed-loop and low-latency registration by making the
closed-loop process run in another thread or processor, providing delayed adjustments to slowly
changing error signals. When any registration adjustment is computed, it could be applied in a
fine-grained and just-in-time way.
Lastly, I presented the idea of designing custom virtual or physical-virtual fiducials for
closed-loop registration in SAR. This idea is a new paradigm where one “injects signal” by using
fiducials (or more generally custom real-world objects) that directly convey registration errors.
Such direct error signals could be detected and corrected with minimal latency.
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